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In this work, the environmental impact of a dispersion coated packaging paper is defined by
means of a life cycle assessment. Effect of methodology selection is studied by identifying
four different suitable end of life approaches and by comparing results of these approaches
to each other. Used end of life approaches are avoiding allocation with a substitution approach, an end of life recycling allocation, a cut-off allocation, and a circular footprint formula allocation. Results are presented with five impact categories which are defined to be
important for packaging papers. Used end of life approaches and their perspective to recycling situations are compared and discussion of suitable situations and studies for these eond
of life approaches is presented. From an end of life phase important factors that can have an
impact on the results are identified and the impacts of these factors are studied in the case
study.
The results of this work show that the end of life phase of the packaging paper has a very
important impact on the overall results of the life cycle assessment. Identified significant
factors and the end of life approach selection have both a significant impact on the results.
In addition, an end of life approach selection has an effect to factors that can be studied by a
life cycle assessment study. It is not possible to find an approach that would be suitable for
every function and goal that a life cycle assessment study may have. The end of life approach

selection should serve a goal of a work and the chosen approach should be suitable for a
studied system and for an audience of the study.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the amount of packaging waste has increased steadily in Europe (Eurostat
2021a) and paper and cardboard are responsible for approximately 40 % of all packaging
waste (Eurostat 2020). Since more than 80 % of the paper material is directed to recycling
(Eurostat 2021a), the paper for recycling has become the largest raw material source for
paper industry (Cepi statistics 2020, 18). This increases the demand to better understand the
environmental consequences of recycling and recovery of paper packaging materials.

Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a tool that can be used to assess potential environmental
impacts of a life cycle of a product or service (ISO14040:2006). Generally, studies made for
paper products are cradle to gate studies (Gaudreault et al. 2010, 199) and therefore do not
assess the impacts related to recycling processes. It has also been recognized in the research
field, that there is a lack of sufficient guidance on how to allocate emissions between a studied life cycle and a subsequent life cycles in case of recycling (Schrivers et al. 2016, 976).
Several different methods for allocation exist and the method selection can have a significant
impact on the results of LCA (Gaudreault et al. 2010. 198-199). Conclusion can be drawn
that there is a need to better understand the factors in the end of life (EOL) phase, that can
have an effect on the results of a cradle to grave LCA for paper products.

The goal of this work is to the define a potential environmental impact of a dispersion coated
packaging paper through a cradle to grave LCA and to identify the impact of the end of life
phase and the recycling processes on the results. The impact of the EOL phase is considered
by testing how much EOL approach selection impacts the results and by identifying and
testing variables of the recycling processes that can have an effect on the results. A secondary
goal is to provide information on suitability of studied EOL approaches for different practices.

In order to produce a reliable life cycle assessment, the life cycle of the studied product is
presented in chapter two, and likely EOL treatments identified for the studied material. In
this chapter the key impact categories are defined by identifying the main environmental
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impacts generally related to a life cycle of packaging paper products. Also, the studied product and the factors in the recycling processes that can have an effect on these environmental
impacts are identified. Chapter three presents how recycling is considered in an LCA study
and the suitable EOL approaches for the studied system are identified. In this work LCA
study is divided into two chapters. The goal and scope and the life cycle inventory analysis
(LCI) are presented in chapter four. Chapter five presents the results of life cycle impact
assessment (LCIA) and the overall results of this work. In this chapter environmental impact
of the studied product is presented with all the studied EOL approaches and in sensitivity
analysis impacts of the identified important factors in the EOL phase are tested. In addition
to presenting the LCIA results, this chapter also discusses the suitability of methodologies
to different practices. Chapter six presents conclusions of the study and the seventh chapter
presents the summary.
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2

LIFE CYCLE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

This master’s thesis is assigned by UPM Kymmene Oyj and this work concentrates on a life
cycle of a dispersion coated paper material from product range of UPM. The studied product
is used for production of medium size packages. The life cycle and the main environmental
impacts of different life cycle stages are presented in this chapter. To identify factors in the
EOL stage that can have an effect on the environmental impacts. When the life cycle of
dispersion coated paper is presented focus is on end of life processes. Also, to identify a
realistic end of life system for LCA study, the most likely recycling and recovery options
are identified and presented. The best available techniques reference document (BREF) for
the production of pulp, paper and board (Suhr et al. 2015) defines desirable practices for the
paper industry and it is used as a main source to describe processes. Later on, the BREF
document for production of pulp, paper and board is also referred as the BREF document.

Life cycle of dispersion coated paper starts from raw material extraction. Only virgin raw
material is used in production of the studied product, since the material can be used for food
packaging and recycled raw material can increase the amount of hazardous contaminants in
a package. Through migration contaminants may end up to packaged food. (Geueke et al.
2018, 491.) The studied paper is produced through a kraft pulping process, which is also
known as a sulphate pulping process. The pulp is bleached to achieve the desired quality of
the final paper product. Production of the paper takes place in Finland and the paper is used
and recycled or recovered in Germany. The life cycle ends to recycling and recovery processes. As recycling and recovery in the end of life of the studied product are linked to markets of paper and energy, also expectable impacts to the market, possible decreased need for
an alternative production and related environmental impacts are considered shortly.

2.1 Raw material extraction
Fibers are the main raw material in the dispersion coated paper material production. A wood
based virgin fiber is main raw material in the pulp and paper industry in Finland (Koreneff
et al. 2019, 19). In Finland, forestry is legislated and based on sustainable practices (Luke
2019, 13). Wood for pulping can be sourced as pulpwood logs directly from a forest or as a
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byproduct from other wood industries (Suhr et al. 2015, 197). Pulpwood logs are mainly a
wood material that does not fulfil the quality requirements of logs for sawing or plywood
industries (Farmit). Pulpwood is transported to a paper mill with timber trucks. Generally
paper mills source their pulpwood withing 200 km from the factory (Pöyry 2015, 17).

Typically, the main focus of the forest management in Finland is to promote tree growth and
timber production (Pohjanmies et al. 2017a, 2339). Forest management, i.e. fertilizing and
logging, causes environmental impacts. Actively harvested forests have an impact on wildlife and ecosystem functions (Pohjanmies et al 2017b, 743) and forestry with a focus on
maximizing the production of timber leads to a decreased biodiversity in the forest (Pohjanmies 2018, 34-35). Excess use of fertilizers leads to nutrient runoffs, and recent research
work has shown that the nutrient loading from forestry to water might be significantly larger
than it has been earlier previously estimated (Nieminen et al. 2020, 1). Nutrient runoff has
several environmental impacts including loss of biodiversity, eutrophication of aquatic ecosystems, and soil and surface water acidification (Sponseller et al. 2016, 175). If forest management includes large amounts of chemical and energy inputs, forestry can have a significant role in acidification and eutrophication impacts in the overall life cycle impact of paper
products (Sun et al. 2018, 829).

The use of fossil fuels in forest management operations causes air emissions like greenhouse
gas emissions (Jäppinen et al. 2014, 369) and forestry has an effect on carbon stock in forests
(Pohjanmies 2018, 33-34). However, carbon neutrality is a target in the nationwide Finnish
forest management and landscape level planning is used to keep emissions below intake
levels (Pohjanmies 2017a, 2339).

In addition to fibrous materials, non-fibrous materials such as fillers, coatings and additives
are used in paper manufacturing. Clay and calcium carbonates are the most used non-fibrous
materials for paper products. (Suhr et al. 2015, 26-28.) The main environmental impact of
fillers in the life cycle of paper is related to transportation of raw materials and eutrophication
potential of effluents in paper manufacturing. However, fillers decrease the needed amount
of fibrous material and water demand in production and therefore papers that have large
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share of filler material tend to have lower overall environmental impact. The main environmental impacts of additive use are related to emissions to water. (Ghose and Chinga-Carrasco 2013, 296-300.) Durable coating materials, such as polymers, may cause littering to
environment (Ojeda 2013, 3). The studied paper material is coated with a polymer dispersion. However, the studied product is fully biodegradable, which shortens its lifetime if it is
disposed to environment.

2.2 Pulp production and paper manufacturing
Wood raw material is pulped in a pulping process in a pulp or paper mill. Target of the
pulping process is to break the raw material in way that fibers can be utilized. In mechanical
pulping, mechanical processes are used to separate fibers. Mechanical work needs high energy inputs, but very little organic dissolution occurs and high yield can be achieved. In
chemical pulping, fibers in raw material are liberated without or little mechanical work. High
degree of organic dissolution occurs in chemical pulping and typically yield is lower than in
mechanical pulping. A mechanical pulp is more vulnerable to ageing and has lower strength
than a chemical pulp. (Suhr et al. 2015, 375, 487.) In Finland, most of the pulp is produced
with chemical pulping (Koreneff et al. 2019, 19).

Raw materials for the production of the dispersion coated paper material are pulped with a
kraft pulping process. Kraft pulping is the most common chemical pulping process and accounts for approximately 80 % of pulp production in the world. Before kraft pulping pulpwood is debarked and chipped. In the kraft pulping process chemical solution, white liquor,
is used to separate fibers. White liquor dissolves lignin and hemicellulose in a batch digester
at elevated temperature and pressure. Steam can be used to remove air from woodchips before they are fed to the digester. (Suhr et al. 2015, 195, 197-198.)

After the digester process, the generated pulp is washed. In a washing stage, black liquor,
that contains used chemicals and dissolved organic substances, is removed from the pulp. In
this stage the pulp can optionally be bleached. The studied product is bleached. Before the
pulp can be fed to a bleaching process, it is screened to remove fiber bundles. In the bleaching stage chemicals are used to obtain the desired level of brightness, cleanliness and
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strength. The most common chemical bleaching agents are chlorine dioxide, oxygen, hydrogen peroxide and sodium hydroxide. After bleaching, the last stage of pulping is final screening. (Suhr et al. 2015, 199-203.)

The studied paper product is manufactured in a non-integrated paper mill. After the pulping
process, the pulp is dried and transported to a paper mill that manufactures pulp into paper
material. In a non-integrated paper mill, dried fibers are suspended to produce fiber slurry.
(Suhr et al. 2015, 660.) Paper can also be produced on integrated paper mills, which have
interconnected pulping and paper manufacturing processes and fiber slurry is fed to a process
straight from the pulping process without drying (Suhr et al. 2015, 203). Before fiber slurry
is fed to a paper machine, it can be refined and screened to improve strength and to remove
impurities. Resin, wet strength agents, colors etc. can be added before the paper machine
depending on the desired end product. (Suhr et al. 2015, 660.)

Paper machine itself is a dewatering device. Typical machine contains wire, press, dryer and
reel up sections. In the beginning of the dewatering, uniform web of fibers is created. Press
and dryer sections dewater paper to the demanded dry content, which is typically 90-95 %.
Finally, in a reel up section finished paper is reeled. (Suhr et al. 2015, 661-663.)

To achieve the desirable printing and water permeability properties, packaging papers can
be coated on one or both sides (Suhr et al. 2015, 667). Dispersion coating is a technique in
which paper is coated with aqueous dispersion of fine polymers. As an example, polymer
dispersion coating contains mainly polymer and water in dispersion. After drying, dispersion
coating forms a solid film on the paper surface. For the studied paper dispersion coating is
done on the paper machine, but coating can be also done in a separate process after the paper
machine. (Kimpimäki and Savolainen 1997, 208-209.)

Paper and pulp manufacturing is a very energy intensive industry. However, virgin paper
manufacturing generates waste such as saw dust, bark, rejects and sludges, which can be
used on site for energy production (Suhr et al 2015, 418). Therefore, it is common that energy
for pulp and paper mills is sourced from biobased sources and in paper and pulp industry
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approximately half of the primary energy consumption is sourced from biomass (Suhr et al.
2015, 28-29).

Energy production is the main source of air emissions in a paper mill. Air emissions are
emitted either directly on the site, if energy production is on the site, or indirectly on another
site that produces energy for the pulp or paper mill (Suhr et al. 2015, 28-29). Main emissions
derived from energy production of the paper industry are dust, nitrogen oxides (NOx), and
sulfur oxides (SOx) (Suhr et al. 2015, 31). As fossil fuels are used in paper mills in addition
to biobased fuels, the pulp and paper industry is significant source of fossil greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions (European commission 2018, 22-23). Energy production causes environmental impacts related to climate change, particulate matter, acidification, photochemical
ozone formation, eutrophication, and resource depletion (European commission 2014, 2426). Air emissions are also generated by additive use in paper manufacturing in form of
volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions. However, VOC emissions have only minor
contribution to overall emissions. (Suhr et al. 2015, 713-714.)

Several processes in paper manufacturing use water. Water use and wastewater discharge
are another important environmental impact from the paper industry. (Suhr et al. 2015, 3031.) Water use has a water resource depletion impact on environment (European commission
2014, 24-26). Main harmful contaminants in discharged wastewater are organic biodegradable material, chemical additives, nutrients, and suspended solids (Suhr et al. 2015, 30-31),
resulting freshwater and marine eutrophication and toxicity (European commission 2014,
24-26). Also, odor emissions may occur in wastewater treatment processes. Discharge of
chlorinated organics derived from bleaching processes with molecular chlorine was severe
issue before 1990s, but in Western Europe molecular chlorine is no longer used. (Suhr et al.
2015, 30-31.) All paper mills do not create wastewater discharge, as it is possible to produce
paper with closed water circuit. As closed water circuits may lead to increased amount of
contaminants in system and final product, method is used in mills that produce paper with
low quality requirements. (Suhr et al. 2015, 601.)
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2.3 Use
Generally environmental impacts in use phase have irrelevant effect on an overall impact of
paper products (EPD international 2020, 15) and it is presented only shortly. After dispersion
coated packaging paper is produced, it is transported to converting facility, in which paper
is converted to paper packages and printing is carried out. After converting, packaged products end up to retail and finally to end users buying packaged products. Packaging material
may end up to industry or household.

2.4

End of life collection and transport

End of life of the paper package starts when end user sorts package to recycling or to waste
fraction. In Germany the paper mainly ends up either to paper for recycling fraction or to
mixed waste. Mixed waste is treated on incineration process in Germany. (BMU 2018, 1618.) In year 2018 recycling rate for packaging papers and cardboard in Germany was 87 %
and 12 % of packaging paper and cardboard materials were recovered on waste to energy
plants. Rest approximately 1 % is treated otherwise, as an example by composting. (Eurostat
2021a.) It can be concluded that material recycling and energy recovery are most likely EOL
treatments for the studied dispersion coated paper. Chapters 2.5 and 2.6 present the recycling
procedure and the recovery is described in chapter 2.7.

Paper for recycling is collected from industrial and business operators and from households.
Consumer packaging waste can be collected from households with house specific containers,
collection points or from recycling centers. Post-consumer paper for recycling is scattered
source of recycled fiber (RCF) and collecting requires more input into transport than from
industrial sources. (Höke and Schabel 2010, 43-44.)

There is a source separation system in Germany, but recycling practices vary between different regions. Generally paper packages containing an aluminum barrier are sorted to “the
yellow bin”, and to “the blue bin” are sorted all products that contain mainly paper, including
magazines, cardboard, books, leaflets, and carton packaging. (Cave 2017, 14-15.) Unclean
wastepaper is sorted to mixed waste for incineration. If material is sorted to yellow bin, it is
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shredded and used to produce corrugated fiberboard or other qualities that do not require
long fiber length. Material from blue bins is transported to sorting and different paper grades
are used in different recycling processes. (Lahme et al. 2020, 32.) Appearance of the dispersion coated paper package matches to an ordinary coated paper and it can be assumed that
paper package is sorted to blue bin. After material is collected, paper is transported to paper
sorting plant.

The most significant environmental impacts of waste collection system are caused by fuel
consumption of transportation vehicles. Estimating fuel consumption for waste collection is
complicated, as driving route and length, type of residential area, population density and
habits of driver affect to collection emissions. (Larsen et al. 2009, 1, 4.) Fossil fuel use during
transportation produces air emissions (Suhr et al. 2015, 31). Fossil fuel use result in resource
depletion. Air emissions from transportation include carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbon
(HC), NOx, particular matter (PM), methane (CH4), SOx and carbon dioxide (CO2)
(LIPASTO 2017), which contribute to climate change, particulate matter, acidification, and
eutrophication impacts (European commission 2014, 24-26).

2.5 Sorting of paper for recycling
In a sorting facility paper for recycling is sorted to different grades to be used in different
recycling processes. Target of the sorting is to produce raw materials with high purity. With
successful sorting a high quality of end product can be promoted and processing in a recycling stage can be reduced. (Bajpai 2014, 47-48.)

To improve transparency of recycled paper markets, the European paper industry has introduced list of standard paper for recycling grades. These standard paper grades have limit
values for quality and impurities. (Suhr et al. 2015, 550.) Postconsumer paper for recycling
is mainly sorted to three different grades, “mixed paper and board” also known with code
1.02, from which magazines and newspapers are mainly removed, “supermarket corrugated
paper and board” also known with code 1.04, which contains mainly containerboard grades,
and “sorted graphic paper for deinking” with code 1.11, which mainly consist of magazines
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and newspapers. Grades 1.04 and 1.11 have higher value on market and sorting them out of
other grades is desirable (Höke and Schabel 2010, 51, 649).

Mixed postconsumer paper for recycling can be sorted manually, mechanically, automatically or with combination of these. In a mechanical and automated sorting different combination of equipment, e.g. optical sensors, screening, air flow and gaps in conveyor system,
is used to separate different grades based on physical and optical properties of waste. (Höke
and Schabel 2010, 51-61.) Sorting efficiency of mechanical and automatic sorting equipment
is generally between 85-95 % (Rahman et al. 2013, 14; Höke and Schabel 2010, 64). It is
common that automatic and mechanical sorting is combined with manual post sorting (Levin
et al. 2010, 48). With an automated system, higher yields with less labor force can be
achieved, but system has demand for compressed air and power (Höke and Schabel 2010,
61). It is common practice that in European Union small scale plants use mainly manual
sorting and large sorting plants prefer mechanical and automated process (Levin et al. 2010,
48).

The first step of paper sorting plant is commonly a coarse separation. The coarse separation
can be done with a gap technique, in which the 1.04 fraction is sorted, as large and stiff
particles continue over a gap in a conveyor line, and bendy or small particles are dropped
from conveyor line. After a coarse separation, a fine fraction, with particle size less than 100
mm is separated from the flow, to mixed paper and board category. A paper spike sorts stiff
particles, as an example cardboard and boxboard from the flow. Stiff particles are attached
to spikes and removed from line, bendy particles bend under the pressure and are not removed. Optical sensors, as cameras and near infrared sensors, can be used to recognize and
remove foreign unwanted material from the flow and separate graphic papers for post-manual sorting. (Höke and Schabel 2010, 54.) Figure 1 presents flow chart of described sorting
process for paper for recycling. As sorting equipment needs energy, environmental impacts
of sorting are caused by electricity, heat and fuel consumption (Haupt et al. 2018).
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Figure 1. Sorting process of paper for recycling.

It is presumed that in the sorting facility the medium size dispersion coated paper package
passes through the coarse and fine separation. Studied product is not stiff and therefore it is
not separated from the flow in the paper spiker. It is likely that bleached and printed dispersion coated paper is separated in to the 1.11 fraction by optical sensors. As efficiency of
sorting equipment is not 100 % is it also possible that paper package may end up to grades
1.02 or 1.04.

After sorting paper can be baled or transported as a bulk load to repulping facilities (Suhr et
al. 2015, 550). There are dozens of facilities that process recycled paper scattered around
Germany (ENF), and therefore transportation distances stay rather short. If fibers are not
used right away, proper storing is essential to preserve quality of fibers. (Suhr et al. 2015,
550)

2.6 Recycled paper manufacturing
Suhr defines (2015, 550) that the main aim of the paper recycling process is “defibration,
deflaking and the removal of impurities, i.e. efficient separation of fibrous material and impurities and contaminants.” In general, there are two options for repulping paper for recycling, processes with deinking and processes without deinking. The deinking process is used
when produced recycled paper has quality requirements for brightness and printing quality.
RCF that is recovered without deinking stage is used to produce products like corrugating
medium, testliner, uncoated board, and carton board. Deinked RCF can be used for products
like tissue, newspaper, or magazine paper production. (Suhr et al. 2015, 550-551.)

It was found out in chapter 2.5 that most likely the dispersion coated package is sorted to the
grade 1.11. This grade is mainly used as a raw material for newsprint, printing or writing
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paper production (FOEX). On the other hand it was recognized that as sorting efficiency is
not 100 %, dispersion coated package may end up also to grades 1.02 or 1.04. These grades
can be used as a raw material for a corrugated fiberboard production (Suhr et al. 2015, 555556; FOEX). Another route for package to end up to containerboard production is, if the
package is originally sorted to the yellow bin by end user.

Based on these findings it is assumed that a likely recycling process for the dispersion coated
paper package is newsprint production. Newsprint is used to produce newspapers (PG Paper
Company Ltd). It is possible that by faulty sorting paper is directed to corrugated fiberboard
production. Recycled corrugated paperboard consists of testliner and fluting, of which testliner is used as inner or outer face of corrugated fiberboard and fluting as middle layer (PG
Paper Company Ltd). It is assumed that another possible treatment for studied product is
testliner manufacturing.

2.6.1 Basic operations of recycled pulp production

Basic unit operations of processing paper for recycling are principally same for recycling
processes including deinking and without deinking. These operations include repulping,
screening and cleaning. In addition to these steps, in a deinking process brightness is increased and stickies reduced by removing contaminant ink particles from the fiber slurry.

The first basic unit operation of processing paper for recycling is repulping. In repulping
paper for recycling is fed to a pulper together with hot water. In pulper fibers are dispersed
to process water with hydraulic and mechanical agitation. (Suhr et al. 2015, 551.) Even
though most paper mills in Europe are non-integrated (Suhr et al. 2015, 659), recycled paper
manufacturing is almost without exception an integrated process (European commission
2009, 1). In integrated paper mills, several material flows in between pulp production and
paper manufacturing are connected. As an example, water for disintegration of fibers is normally recirculated process water from the paper machine. (Suhr et al. 2015, 551.)

Following basic unit operations are screening and cleaning of RCF. Screening starts in a
repulping stage as large particles are removed from pulper with screen plate or ragger. After
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repulping several different mechanical removing equipment can be used to separate impurities from the feedstock. The quality of used feedstock and the quality requirements of produced paper define necessary processes. As an example, screw presses, belt presses, washers,
screen plates and hydrocyclones can be used to remove impurities. In general, to produce
higher quality fibers with less contaminants, amount of rejects and consumed energy increases. It can be seen from table 1 how typical reject generation in the recycled graphic
paper production with deinking and reject generation in the testliner production without
deinking differentiate from each other. Rejects and sludge from paper recycling processes
can be thermally treated or landfilled. (Suhr et al. 2015, 550-552.) In Germany paper recycling rejects and sludge are used as a fuel in several combined heat and power plants (Weber
et al. 2020, 27-28).

From table 1 can be seen that amount of generated rejects can fluctuate quite largely depending on a raw material and a produced product. When amount of rejects increases, yield of
recycling decreases. As yield fluctuations can be significant, it can be assumed that yield
may have a major effect on results of LCA.

Table 1. Share of rejects related to total input RCF (Suhr et al 2015, 590).

Output

Input

Product

RCF

Graphic
paper

Testliner
/ fluting

Rejects

Total
rejects

Sludge

Coarse

Fine

Deinking

Process water
clarification

Wastewater

Newspaper,
magazines,

1-2

3-5

8-13

2-5

1

15-20

Higher qualities

<2

<3

10-20

1-5

1

20-35

Shopping
center waste,
paper for recycling from
households

1-2

3-6

-

0-1

1

4-9

Kraft qualities

<1

2-4

-

0-1

1

3-6
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A coating of paper may decrease the recyclability of paper material (Gallego-Schmidt et al
2019, 421). Dispersion coated papers in general have been known to be fully recyclable for
several decades (Kimpimäki and Savolainen 1997, 208-209; Kallström 2018, 47). Therefore,
it is assumed that the yield achieved for the studied product does not differentiate from a
general yield of the recycling processes presented in the BREF document.

After impurities have been removed, fiber slurry is thickened. In thickening, fiber slurry is
dewatered to achieve needed consistency. In addition that presses can be used in cleaning
and screening, they can be used also to thicken fiber slurry. Another method for thickening
is filtering. (Suhr et al. 2015, 554).

A dispersing process is used in paper mills with and without deinking. In the dispersing
stage, fiber slurry is heated and refined with rotating disk and process is highly energy intensive. Main task of dispersion is to remove stickies, but it also improves several other
qualities of paper. Because of the high temperature, this process effectively terminates microorganisms. In the dispersion process remaining contaminants in fiber slurry are crushed
to non-visible size and partly removed. In addition process improves strength of fibers. After
pulp slurry has achieved required properties, it is fed into storage tanks to wait for further
use in papermaking process. (Höke and Schabel 2010, 248.)

A testliner production was identified as a one probable recycling option for the dispersion
coated paper material. The testliner production is a typical example of a recycling system
without deinking. Basic unit operations of recycling described above are also process steps
for the testliner production. Testliner manufacturing has average quality requirements for
end product. Processing demand is not as intensive as for specific packaging grades, but not
as low as for some packaging paper grades (Suhr et al. 2015, 555). Dispersing stage has a
high impact on overall energy consumption of the testliner production process (Höke and
Schabel 2010, 141). Figure 2 in the following chapter presents a simplified process description for typical testliner production. The figure presents processes related to pulping, which
are described above, and processes related to paper machine are presented in chapter 2.6.3.
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2.6.2 Recycled pulp deinking process

In extension to basic unit operations of paper recycling, recycled paper mills can be equipped
with deinking equipment. Deinking is used for paper grades that need to have good optical
properties, as newsprint. If deinking is done for recycled paper, deinking additives like natrium hydroxide (NaOH) are introduced to the pulper together with paper for recycling. Additives start detaching ink from fibers and additives keep ink dispersed. Later on ink particles
are removed from fiber slurry with a flotation process. In the flotation stage air is injected to
slurry and ink particles are attached to bubbles and floated to surface of slurry. As ink accumulates to surface, ink rich slurry can be removed by peeling. Generated rejects can be used
with other wastes for energy recovery. Depending on the quality requirements of produced
pulp, number of flotation steps can vary. (Suhr et al. 2015, 553.)

In addition to the deinking stage, bleaching agents can be used to improve optical properties
of paper. Bleaching agents include additives as hydrogen peroxide or hydrosulphite. Bleaching process has specific dwell time and therefore generally a specific tank is reserved for the
bleaching process. (Suhr et al. 2015, 554.) In between the flotation and bleaching steps fibre
slurry is thickened and produced water with low fiber content can be recycled back to earlier
stages of pulping and deinking. (Suhr et al. 2015, 556-557.)

Newsprint production was identified as a likely treatment for the dispersion coated paper in
its end of life. Generally, in newsprint production, deinking system contains two loop flotation system with two flotation processes. Figure 2 presents simplified flow chart of newsprint
production from RCF.
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Figure 2. Simplified process description of testliner and newsprint production (Suhr et al. 2015, 555-557).

2.6.3 RCF paper machine

Main raw materials of recycled paper manufacturing are recycled fibers, starch and additives. (Suhr et al. 2015, 561) Paper machines consist of same basic units and operations (Suhr
et al. 2015, 660). Basic operations of paper machine were presented earlier in chapter 2.2.
Energy and additive consumptions in paper machine depend on used raw material, produced
product and used practices. Generally, in testliner production no additives are needed and in
newsprint manufacturing only small amounts of chemicals may be needed. As it is typical
for paper machines, also testliner and newsprint paper machines have significant energy
consumption. However, compared to paper machines that produce other grades of paper,
typical energy consumption on newsprint and testliner machines is moderately low. (Suhr et
al. 2015, 683, 693.)
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2.6.4 Environmental impacts of paper recycling

RCF paper mills use significant amounts of energy, as also virgin paper and pulp mills do.
Virgin pulp production produces large amount of biobased fuels as byproducts, but this is
not the case in RCF paper mills. Amount of rejects and sludges generated does not meet the
energy demand for the recycling process. (Rogers 2018, 187.) RCF paper mills tend to use
grid mix electricity and produce heat with an own boiler (Suhr et al 2015, 570). As presented
earlier, main air emissions from energy production in paper industry are GHG emissions,
dust, NOx, and SOx. Sun (2018, 823) has identified in literature review that amount of energy
needed in a paper mill can have significant effect to the climate change impact category
results of LCA.

It was identified in chapter 2.2 that water consumption and wastewater effluent generation
are one source of an environmental impact from paper mills. Organic biodegradable material, chemical additives, nutrients, and suspended solids are main harmful contaminants in
discharged wastewater from paper and pulp industry. It has been recognized that different
treatment technologies of wastes and wastewater can create variation in eutrophication results in between LCA results of different production plants (Sun et al. 2018, 829). RCF paper
mills use water in their operations and generally also produce wastewater effluent, but there
are also few paper mills in Europe with closed water cycles (Suhr et al. 2015, 567).

Rejects and sludges generated in the RCF paper mill generate significant amount of wastes.
However, these wastes can be thermally treated, and solid waste generation can be therefore
decreased. Slag and ash from reject incineration is rather nontoxic and inert and can be landfilled as an example with municipal wastes. (Höke and Schabel 2010, 599.)

2.7 Incineration of dispersion coated paper
General guidance is that unclean wastepaper is sorted to mixed waste incineration, as contaminated RCF decreases quality of recycled material. As it was mentioned in chapter 2.4
bit more than one tenth of wastepaper is recovered in waste to energy plants. Paper sorted
for mixed waste incineration is collected and transported to incineration plants. Waste to
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energy plants mainly use waste from households, but also from shops, offices, and public
administrations. Thermal treatment of waste is efficient way to reduce needed landfill space
and to produce energy, which may in the best case prevent use of fossil energy. Distadvantage in energy recovery is that material is lost and therefore in example energy and
nutrient inputs used to produce the product are also lost. (Levaggi et al. 2020, 1-2.) Wasteto-energy plants in Germany are mainly combined heat and power plants, which produce
heat and electricity (Weber et al. 2020, 25-26).

The main environmental impact of waste to energy plants in Germany are air emissions as
dust, HCl, SOx, NOx, CO and CO2 (Umweltbundesamt 2008, 7-9). A carbon dioxide emission released in incineration of dispersion coated paper consists of a biogenic carbon originating from a wood raw material and a fossil carbon deriving from polymers in the dispersion
coating.

2.8 Impact of paper recycling and recovery towards other systems
It has been stated that recycling of paper decreases the need for the virgin production (Kinsella 2012, 2). This can be justified with assumption that demand for materials does not
increase with increased supply provided by recycling. If it is assumed that recycling of paper
decreases demand for virgin paper, it can be also assumed that the environmental impacts
from virgin production of paper can be avoided. A corresponding assumption can be made
in an LCA study (ILCD 2010, 76-79) and therefore identification of substituted materials
can be important for LCA studies that include recycling.

Recycled material cannot substitute virgin fibers in all paper products. In general, fibers are
recyclable material, but as fibers are dewatered and rewatered during cycling, they become
stiffer and less conformable. After repeated recycling cycles, contaminants may accumulate
to recycled paper material. (Höke et al. 2010, 436-439.) Contaminants may be hazardous,
and if recycled paper is used as food packaging these contaminants may contaminate a packaged product (Geueke et al. 2018, 491). These reasons may limit possibilities to use recycled
paper in all functions that virgin fiber can be used for. As an example, recycled material
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cannot be used to produce an identical dispersion coated paper, as recycled material does not
meet hygiene requirements.

It was identified in chapter 2.6 that likely material recycling options for dispersion coated
paper are a newsprint production and a corrugated fiberboard production. It is common that
these paper grades are produced from recycled material (Cepi statistics 2020, 21) and it can
be therefore assumed that recycled material has sufficient quality for production of these
materials.

Alternative virgin production of papers requires use of forest resources and pulping and paper manufacturing processes. Virgin production of newsprint is based on mainly thermomechanical pulping (TMP). Chemical pulp may be added to specific paper grades. (Paulapuro
2008, 19.; PaperIndex.) Virgin production of corrugated fiberboards is based on kraft and
neutral sulphite semi-chemical processes (Valmet; Fefco). Corresponding alternative virgin
material for testliner is kraftliner (TIS). The environmental impacts related to virgin production of pulp and paper were described more precisely on chapters 2.1 and 2.2. However, as
properties of fibers may change and as an example strength of testliner does not match to
strength of kraftliner (TIS), it has to be considered that all virgin manufacturing cannot be
substituted by recycled material with current recycling practices.

With corresponding assumption, incineration of wastepaper to produce energy can be justified to reduce need for alternative energy production. As it was presented earlier, waste to
energy plants in Germany a produce electricity and heat alongside. In Germany electricity
mix is becoming less dependent of fossil energy, but in year 2019 approximately 40 % of
produced electricity is still produced with fossil fuels (Fraunhofer Institute 2020, 2). Figure
3 presents fuel mix in heat production in Germany. Therefore, it is likely that energy recovery partly substitutes fossil fuels in the energy generation and some of the environmental
impacts related to the energy generation can be avoided. The main environmental impacts
of energy generation include air pollution, climate change, water pollution, thermal pollution, and solid waste generation (European Environmental Agency).
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Figure 3. Fuel mix used in heat generation in Germany (Eurostat 2021b).

2.9 Important impact categories for LCA studies of paper products
Several environmental impacts generated in life cycle of paper were identified from chapter
2.1 to chapter 2.7. It is also notable that different life cycle stages contribute to different
impact categories. To identify which of these impacts are important for the overall impact
of life cycle of papers, this chapter reviews what impact categories are generally included in
LCA studies and what is general calculation guidance related to impact categories.

Product category rules give industry or product specific guidance for assessing LCA study
with target to produce environmental declarations for external communication. They define
as an example calculation methods and impact categories to use. Two different category
rules for paper products have been published, the product category rules (PCR) for processed
paper and paperboard (EPD international 2020) and the product environmental footprint category rules (PEFCR) for intermediate paper products (Ringman et al. 2018). Later on in this
work they are referred also as “the PCR document” and “the PEFCR document”. PCR’s
provide method for producing a type III environmental declaration for specific products.
These declarations are also known as product environmental declarations (EPD). The product environmental footprint (PEF) methodology is an LCA methodology, that has target to
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provide common guidance and methodology for LCA studies that produce product environmental footprints. It is provided by European Commission’s joint research center to be used
in European Union. (JRC 2012, 1.) The methodology is now on so called “transition” phase,
in which it is broadened to be used in new categories and the methodology is further developed (European Commission).

The PCR for processed paper and paperboard (EPD international 2020, 13) instructs to use
a list of impact categories published by EPD international. These impact categories are used
in EPD documents. In total 7 categories that are presented in table 2 are included to the list.
The PCR document do not list specific impact categories as more important for paper products than others. In addition to listed impact categories, processed paper and paperboard PCR
demands to report life cycle inventory data related to resource use. Renewable and nonrenewable energy resources and fuels, secondary material use and water use inventory data
has to be reported. (EPD international 2020, 20-21.)

Table 2. Impact categories listed by the EPD international (EPD international 2018).

Global warming potential
Photochemical ozone formation
Acidification potential
Eutrophication potential
Water Scarcity Footprint
Abiotic depletion potential -Elements
Abiotic depletion potential – Fossil fuels

The PEFCR document provides list of the most relevant impact categories for paper products. In extension to most important categories, the PEFCR, instructs to report all other impact categories recognized by PEF rules (Ringman et al. 2018, 33-38). Table 3 presents all
impact categories that has to be conducted for paper products. The most important categories
are presented in the table with bolded text. The important impact categories, climate change,
particulate matter, acidification, and fossil resource depletion include several of the environmental impacts recognized in chapters 2.1-2.7.
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Table 3. Impact categories listed in the PEFCR document. The most important categories are bolded (Ringman
et al. 2018, 33-37).

Climate change -Total
Climate change -biogenic
Climate change -land use and transformation
Ozone depletion
Human toxicity, cancer
Human toxicity, non-cancer
Particulate matter
Ionizing radiation, human health
Photechemical ozone formation, human health
Acidification
Eutrophication, terrestrial
Eutrophication, marine
Eutrophication, freshwater
Land use
Water use
Resource use, minerals and metals
Resource use, fossil fuels

In addition to the listed impact categories, the PEFCR document instructs that the biodiversity impact is highly relevant, but it is not recognized as an impact category in the PEF
methodology and the biodiversity impact should be reported separately (Ringman et al.
2018, 38). There are several methods to assess biodiversity impacts, but there is no generally
accepted method to assess biodiversity impacts with the life cycle impact assessment
(Crenna et al. 2021, 9715). If biodiversity impacts are modeled, the current practice in LCA
is to model biodiversity impacts as an endpoint impact category, which takes into account
results of several other midpoint impact categories, like lobal warming or eutrophication,
and presents the potential biodiversity impact based on these impacts. (Crenna et al. 2021,
9718.) However, endpoint methods do not include all the aspects of biodiversity impacts
comprehensively enough. As an example they do not cover all drivers for a biodiversity loss,
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like overexploitation of resources, and the impacts are usually measured as a potential species loss, which does not take into account all diversity related impacts, as impacts to the
gene pool diversity or to the ecosystem diversity. (Crenna et al. 2021, 9723.)

In addition to modeling of biodiversity impacts with the endpoint impact category, there are
also midpoint impact categories which are not yet accepted in research field, as they are not
tested with sufficient level (Crenna et al. 2021, 9718). Midpoint impact categories are based
on life cycle inventory data. A midpoint biodiversity impact category can be based as an
example on amount, location, type and intensity of land use (Chaudhary and Brooks 2018,
5094-5095). The biodiversity impact caused by an overexploitation of resources can be taken
into account with a midpoint biodiversity impact category, which is a benefit compared to
the end point impact categories (Crenna et al. 2021, 9718).

Gaudreault (2020, 1013) has studied assessment of biodiversity impacts for a paper product
with an LCA practice. The impact assessment method that is used in study is recommended
by UNEP-SETAC Life Cycle Initiative. Findings of Gaudreault’s work are in line with the
other scientific literature. The assessed biodiversity impact is not consistent with existing
knowledge of the biodiversity impact caused by a forest management. To ensure reliable
results, improvements are needed on assessing spatial differences, forest productivity and
different forest management practices. (Gaudreault 2020, 1013.) Because of certain error
included in biodiversity impact assessment Chaudhary and Brooks (Chaudhary and Brooks
2018, 5095) have recommended in their work, that results of the biodiversity impact category
can used only for hot spot analysis and not for comparison or labeling purposes.

It can be concluded that even though the biodiversity impact is important for paper products,
there is not yet generally accepted or functional method to assess the biodiversity impact
with an LCA practice. If biodiversity impacts have to be considered, there is also option to
consider them outside scope of LCA study. Several methods that are not suitable for LCA
practice have been developed (Crenna et al. 2021, 9722).

It was identified earlier that the polymer coating may result in littering impacts. Littering
impacts are also one of the main environmental impacts of packages in general (Pongrácz
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2007, 251-253). Assessing littering impacts may therefore be important for LCA of packaging paper, especially if a studied material is compared to an alternative packaging material
that is associated with high risk of littering, as plastic. Also, importance of the littering impact has risen, as treating increased amounts of packaging waste has been challenging especially in areas experiencing quick economic growth and particularly marine litter has increased (Williams and Rangel-Buitrago 2019, 648).

To take into account littering in decision making, simple methods for decision support have
been developed. These methods include as an example method for food packaging with five
step scale that assesses likelihood of littering and possible impacts in case of littering (Molina-Besch and Pålsson 2020, 144-145), and inventory-based littering indicator introduced
by Civancik-Uslu (2019, 621). Their method includes parameters like number of pieces,
weight, surface and biodegradability. More research is still needed to make these indicators
suitable for all products and to take into account regional differences (Civancik-Uslu et al.
2019, 630).

For more comprehensive assessment of potential littering impacts with the LCA practice,
there is no consensus of what method to use (Civancik-Uslu et al. 2019, 621). In LCA field,
there is need to consider potential environmental impact of littering with a new impact category or by including it to existing categories. The biodiversity impact category is not
straightforward to create, as features that must be considered include at least size and shape,
degradability, chemical release into the environment and its toxic effect and the risk of ingestion or entanglement. (Bishop et al. 2021, 11.)

MarILCA is a project with a target to create a consensus of methodology for the littering
impact assessment. Project is done in collaboration of UNEP-SETAC Life Cycle Initiative,
FSLCI and several universities. Now the project is on a research stage, in which research
work is done to provide a necessary data for the method. Aim is that in between 2023 to
2025 the method for an impact assessment can be provided. (MarILCA.)

In extension to important impact categories mentioned in category rules, earlier LCA work
can be used to identify important impact categories. In Sun’s (2018, 827) literature review
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considering LCA studies of paper manufacturing, the identified most significant environmental impact categories are global warming potential, acidification potential and eutrophication potential.

Required impact categories depend on the goal and scope of the study. If the study done in
according to PEF guidance or PCR guidance, used impact categories are defined in category
rules. If study is made as an independent study that does not follow the guidance of category
rules, impact categories can be selected based on information that is demanded form the
study. To include the most relevant impact categories for the packaging paper material, it is
reasonable to include important impact categories mentioned in the PEFCR document and
important categories recognized in literature. Based on findings of this chapter, this list includes climate change, particulate matter, acidification and fossil resource depletion impact
categories, which are listed in the PEFCR document (Ringman et al. 2018, 37), and in addition eutrophication potential impact category, which is recognized as an important impact
category in Sun’s (2018, 827) literature review. Even though the biodiversity impact is identified to be important for paper products and the littering impact is identified important for
packaging materials, they cannot be assessed in LCA as the current LCA methodology does
not provide a suitable method.
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3

RECYCLING AND RECOVERY IN LCA

The perspective of LCA is to assess potential environmental impacts of the studied function
for whole life cycle of product (ISO14040:2006). When material is recycled reused or recovered in its end of life, question is raised, where does life cycle of one product end and
where does second begin. Another issue is how life cycle inventories should be divided between previous life cycles, the studied case life cycle and subsequent life cycles. In introduction was identified that there are several methodologies to use in LCA to consider recycling and recovery, and method selection can have a significant effect on the results. Different methodologies have a different approach to these questions and that can create difference
on results of LCI and life cycle impact assessment

ISO standards ISO 14040 and 14044 determine general rules for LCA. Standards specify
how recycling should be implemented. In LCA recycling is seen in a way that system produces several functions (ISO 14044:2006, 14-15). In addition to original function provided,
system provides another function in its end of life, which can be as an example recycled raw
material. Systems with several functions are also called multifunctional systems. Recycling
situations make modelling more complicated, as in addition that recycling processes affect
to environmental performance of the studied system, they also affect to other systems. In
research field, modeling recycling processes is recognized to be difficult and debated.
(Schrijvers et al. 2016, 976-977.) In general, multifunctional situations have to be considered
in LCA with one way or another (ISO 14044:2006, 14).

ISO 14044 gives several options for modeling multifunctionality. A guidance related to multifunctional systems in ISO 14044 apply to recycling and reuse situations. These methods
can be divided into two categories, methods to avoid allocation and to allocation methods.
(ISO 14044:2006, 13-15.) ISO 14040 (ISO 14040:2006, 4) defines allocation as ”partitioning the input or output flows of a process or a product system between the product system
under study and one or more other product systems”. In other words, allocation can be used
for defining which systems are responsible for which environmental impact.
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In general ISO 14044 (ISO 14044:2006, 14) gives guidance to avoid allocation whenever
possible. Allocation can be avoided by dividing unit processes to be allocated into two or
more sub-processes and collecting LCI data separately between different sub-processes or
by a system expansion, in which the system is expanded to include additional functions (ISO
14044:2006, 14). Methods to avoid allocation are considered more closely on chapter 3.4.

If allocation cannot be avoided, an allocation method should primarily be based on physical
properties. In case of allocation with physical properties is not possible, allocation with other
relations of functions, as an economic value, is possible. Specifically, for recycled products
ISO 14044 instructs that allocation should be based primarily on physical properties and
secondarily on an economic value. The third option is allocation with a number of subsequent uses, if allocation with physical properties or economic value is not possible. (ISO
14044, 14-15.) Methods for allocation are considered more closely on chapter 3.5 and 3.6.
Figure 4 presents diagram how to define used method in multifunctional situations in accordance with ISO 14044.

Figure 4. Defining method for recycling situations in LCA in accordance with ISO 14044:2006 and ISO
14044:2006/A2:2020.
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There are several thigs to consider when allocation used to handle recycling situation in an
LCA study. In general, allocation may lead to reduced quality of LCI and LCIA data. (ISO
14040:2006, 15; ISO 14044:2006, 14-16.) It is possible that several suitable allocation methods can be identified for a recycled material. ISO 14044 (ISO 14044:2006, 14) instructs that
if several applicable allocation methods have been identified, sensitivity analysis shall be
conducted to these methods.

Allocation has to be consistent throughout the study. This means that for recycled material
allocation method has to be same when material is used as a raw material and as well as in
EOL, when recycled material is produced as a coproduct. (ISO 14044:2006, 14.) Also, when
conducting a comparative study, allocation has to be consistent between compared systems
(ISO 14044:2006, 11).

Consistency has to be also met in between life cycles that have interconnected processes.
Before and after allocation sum of LCI data has to be in line and there can be no double
counting between life cycles and data cannot disappear (ISO 14044:2006, 14). A general
error in LCA studies is that recycling is counted to life cycle producing recycled material
and to life cycle that uses material (ILCD 2010, 343). Risk of double counting should be
considered when conducting LCA to system that includes recycling situation.

Even though allocation method has to be consistent, the PEFCR for intermediate paper products presents different allocation methods for different functions e.g. material recycling and
energy recovery (Ringman et al. 2018, 51, 57). Therefore, in the PEFCR document, consistency applies to specific a function, not to all multifunctional situations in one system. As
an example, allocation for recycled paper material has to be consistent throughout the study,
but in same study different allocation procedure can be chosen for waste to energy than for
material recycling. However, when different allocation procedure is chosen for material recycling and energy recovery, these two alternative treatments cannot be compared to each
other, as allocation has to be consistent between compared alternatives.
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3.1 Recycling on consequential and attributional LCA
Defining proper way to model recycling has been discussed several decades (ILCD 2010,
344), and discussion continues (Hohenthal et al. 2019, 264). A one discussed topic is that
can attributional or consequential modeling provide a more adequate methodology for recycling situations in LCA (ILCD 2010, 344; Gaudreault 2010, 201).

ISO 14040 recognizes two alternative approaches for LCA modeling, attributional life cycle
assessment (ALCA) and consequential life cycle assessment (CLCA) (ISO 14040:2006, 19).
These methods have different perspective for LCA. Consequential life cycle assessment is
targeted for defining potential environmental consequences of specific activity or decisions,
and it is mainly used to define differences between alternatives. (Gaudreault 2010, 198-200.)
Ideally there is no system boundary in CLCA and all systems that are affected by researched
activity are included in the study (Schrijvers et al. 2016, 984). Therefore, consequential modeling can offer information on situations where the case system is linked to other systems
and change in the case system result in changes in other systems (Gaudreault 2010, 198200). To define the actual change in overall systems, consequential modeling aims to use an
actual data instead of average market mix data (UNEP/SETAC 2011, 74).

Aim in attributional life cycle assessment is to define potential environmental impacts of
certain product, process or service (Gaudreault 2010, 198-200). Ideally, if attributional
LCA’s would be assessed to every service and product in the world, the sum of these LCA’s
would equal to the total environmental impact potential in the world. In ALCA the case
system is separated from other systems by defining system boundaries between systems.
When a system uses material or energy from other systems, use of market mix data is generally accepted method and guided by ILCD handbook (ILCD 2010, 185). As ALCA defines
an environmental impact potential for a single product or service, it has benefit that it can be
used to identify hot spots on the studied life cycle (Gaudreault 2010, 198). In general, ALCA
is a more widely adopted method than CLCA (Schrijvers et al. 2016, 977).
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For LCA of the dispersion coated paper package, which is partly recycled and partly recovered in EOL, consequential life cycle assessment could provide a broader framework to consider changes that occur in other systems because of recycling. Actual changes in other systems can be considered with CLCA. As an example, in CLCA can be modeled what energy
is actually substituted by energy recovery of a waste or what actually happens to a forest, if
recycling leads to decrease in demand of virgin paper and therefore decrease in demand for
pulpwood. To actually model these changes, significant amount of information on how systems interact with each other are needed and amount of modeling work increases. In turn
attributional life cycle assessment has benefits that as changes to other systems are not modeled, it is more simple to model, it can be used to identify hotspots on life cycle and it can
be used to define potential environmental impacts for single product. Because of mentioned
benefits and as one goal of this work is to define potential environmental impacts for the
dispersion coated paper, ALCA can offer more suitable framework for this work.

Contradictory information can be found from literature how differences between ALCA and
CLCA should be assessed in EOL recycling situations. On one hand end of life methods for
multifunctionality situations can be divided to methods that are suitable for CLCA and to
methods that are suitable for ALCA. As an example the system expansion, in which several
functions are included to study, can be seen as a tool for consequential LCA. (Schrijvers et
al. 2016, 976-981.) On the other hand, ILCD handbook instructs that system expansion can
be used in attributional modeling to define interactions between systems, as an example in
recycling situations (ILCD 2010, 43, 77). In LCA practice, elements from attributional and
consequential are used together (UNEP/SETAC 2011, 74). It can be concluded that even
though there is a difference between ALCA and CLCA methodologies, in practice features
of different methodologies are used partly combined.

3.2 Open- and closed-loop recycling
ISO 14044 presents two different recycling situations, closed-loop and open-loop recycling.
Closed-loop recycling represents situation in which recycled material can be used in the
same production system and open-loop recycling represents situation in which material is
recycled to another system and there is change in properties of material between the case life
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cycle and the subsequent life cycle. (ISO 14044:2006, 15.) What defines recycling process
to open- or closed-loop recycling, is that can recycled product provide same function as it
provided in its earlier life cycle (ILCD 2010, 347).

Different allocation procedures are presented for open- and closed-loop situations (ISO
14044:2006, 15). In a closed-loop recycling procedure, material is comprehended to return
to the same system, and it substitutes material production in the case system (ILCD 2010,
347). Closed-loop recycling procedure can be also applied in situations in which material is
not used in same system, if properties of recycled material do not change in between life
cycles (ISO 14044:2006, 15). Figure 5 illustrates closed-loop recycling procedure.

Figure 5. Closed-loop recycling procedure in according to ILCD handbook (ILCD 2010, 347).

Open-loop recycling situation is more common of these two alternatives. In open-loop-recycling procedure material does not substitute original material and it is used in another
product or quality of the material is changed during the recycling process. ILCD handbook
separates open-loop recycling to two subcategories, open-loop replacing same primary route
and open-loop replacing different primary route. In open-loop replacing same primary route
procedure, same primary material is substituted, but quality of material has decreased or
produced end product is different. In open-loop recycling replacing different primary route,
after recycling recycled material is substituting different primary material and it is used for
a different function. (ILCD 2010, 347-349.) Figure 6 illustrates former and figure 7 illustrates latter procedure.
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Figure 6. Open-loop recycling procedure replacing same primary route in according to ILCD handbook (ILCD
2010, 348).

Figure 7. Open-loop recycling procedure replacing different primary route in according to ILCD handbook
(ILCD 2010, 348).

Identification between procedures can be also used to support decision making between substitution and allocation. ILCD handbook recommends substitution especially for closed-loop
recycling situations and for open-loop recycling situations replacing same primary route
(ILCD 2010, 358).

Is paper for recycling replacing same or different primary route, depends on fact that is recycled paper used to replace corresponding function. As an example, if primary produced
bleached graphic paper is recycled in graphic paper production, it is replacing corresponding
process though quality of the paper may have decreased. If same paper for recycling is used
in corrugated fiberboard production, it is replacing mainly unbleached pulp, which does not
correspond to original production. Therefore, it depends on the end of life recycling option,
is open-loop recycling procedure replacing same primary route or different primary route
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suitable option for paper recycling. If the substituted function is not easily defined, ILCD
handbook instructs to use different primary route method (ILCD 2010, 349).

It was identified in chapter 2.8 that the dispersion coated paper material cannot be used to
produce an identical product through recycling process and therefore paper recycling in the
studied case is open-loop recycling situation. Based on findings of chapter 2.6, it is likely
that the dispersion coated paper is partly used in newsprint and partly used in testliner manufacturing. Virgin alternative for testliner is kraftliner, which is produced from unbleached
kraft pulp and newsprint is produced mainly through a TMP process. These processes do not
correspond to the original bleached kraft pulp production and therefore dispersion coated
paper recycling is open-loop recycling situation replacing different primary route.

In open-loop recycling situations change in inherit properties can be taken into account. Often recycling produces lower quality secondary materials, which is called downcycling. Process is called upcycling if properties of material are improved in recycling. (Gala et al. 2015,
648.) Downcycling or upcycling can be taken into account in allocation with a correction
factor that represents the quality drop or increase of material’s key properties (Schrijvers et
al. 2016, 978-979). Based on general allocation rules, the correction factor should be primarily based on physical properties and when that is not possible, to economic value (Gala et al.
2015, 648).

Based on physical properties of the recycled material, there are two methods that can be used
to consider this change in quality, materials ability to substitute virgin material or relation
between key properties of recycled material and virgin material. A substitution ratio defines
how many units of virgin material can be substituted with a one unit of recycled material.
(Wolf and Chomkhamsri 2014, 9-10.) The substitution ratio may not be easily defined, and
therefore substitution ratio 1:1 is generally used (Gala et al. 2015, 647; Schrijvers et al. 2016,
978-979).

Change in inherit properties can be also considered with a quality correction factor. Quality
correction factor is based on relation between key physical properties of virgin and recycled
material (Wolf and Chomkhamsri 2014, 9-10). Defining what is the key physical property
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may be difficult. If paper is recycled as an example for newsprint production, optical and
printing properties of end product are important (Venditti 2017, 10), but if it is used as a
fluting in corrugated fiberboard, strength of fibers is important, but appearance of end product may be insignificant (Venditti 2017, 20). Therefore, defining quality correction factor
can be difficult for paper products. Definition of quality correction factor can be also based
on an economic value. This is based on assumption that ratio between value of recycled
material and value of virgin material represents change of properties between these materials
(Gala et al. 2015, 648). Correction factor that is based on an economic value has advantage,
that it takes into account is there actually a market for recycled material (ILCD 360). Weakness of this method is that value may fluctuate and that may make allocation between specific
time period inconsistent.

There is a risk that substitution ratio or quality factor can be used in LCA to gain desirable
results (Schrijvers et al. 2016, 978-979). It is recommended that comprehensive documentation and rationalization for used correction factor is should be presented (Villanueva and
Wenzel 2007, 31). As it was mentioned in beginning of chapter 3 sensitivity analysis should
be carried out for allocation method if several methods have been identified. It is likely that
several methods for defining quality correction factor can be identified. Therefore, if correction factor is used, sensitivity analysis for factor is recommended.

Different correction factors to take into account downcycling for paper products can be
found from literature. Few examples of correction factors and justification behind them is
presented in table 4.
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Table 4. Few examples of quality correction factors used in literature for paper products

Correction

Justification

Source

factor
1

“the quality of the pulp at point of substitution is Ringman et al. 2018
of the quality needed”

1 (Newsprint)

Unspecified quality decrease that leads to need Merrild et al. 2008

0.9 (Packaging)

to insert 10 % of virgin fiber to recycled pulp
that is used for packaging paper manufacturing.

0,833

Based on number of cycles that fiber can be re- Rigamonti
cycled. Assumed six cycles. 1 - (1/6) = 0,833

0.70

et

al.

2009

70 % of virgin fiber can be substituted in product Wang et al. 2012
without compromising strength requirements.

3.3 Defining system boundaries for recycling situations
Defining system boundaries is essential part of the goal and scope in an LCA study. Especially in systems including recycling, defining system boundaries needs a specific care, as
recycling inputs and outputs are shared with more than one system. (ISO 14044:2006, 1415.) For pulp and paper processes setting system boundaries and defining the EOL approach
can have significant effect on the overall results (Gaudreault 2010, 200), and this increases
importance of caution when defining system boundaries.

In LCA, material produced by system that may end up to final disposal, reuse, recycling or
recovery in EOL, can be seen as a coproduct or as a waste. Materials that achieve positive
economic value during EOL processing are seen as coproducts and materials that have negative economic value throughout disposing process are seen as wastes. Negative economic
value is as an example gate fee that producer of waste has to pay when waste is handed to
treatment. LCI of EOL of a waste material is allocated fully to the studied system and dis-
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posal processes are included inside system boundaries. Defining system boundary for recycled coproducts is more complicated, as system is seen as multifunctional. In according to
ILCD handbook, system boundary can be defined to point in which material gains a positive
value. Processing steps that are needed to gain this positive value are responsibility of life
cycle producing recycled material. Next life cycle carries responsibility of other processing
steps after that point. (ILCD 2010, 346, 352-353.)

The PCR document provides one approach to define system boundaries for EOL recycling
situations. It guides to include operations “until the point in the product’s life cycle at the
gate of a waste processing plant (collection site)”. Collection and transportation to a waste
processing plant site belongs to life cycle producing waste. If recycled material is used as a
raw material, system boundary is defined to corresponding collection site and recycling,
processing and transport after that point is included to life cycle using recycled material.
(EPD international 2020, 10.) This guidance can be interpreted to define that transportation
to sorting is included to life cycle producing waste and all phases after that point are included
to life cycle using recycled material. Unsorted paper for recycling can have positive market
value (ZAUBA) and in this case guidance given in product category rules are in line with
ILCD guidance. Figure 8 presents system boundaries for a cradle to grave study for paper
products presented in the product category rules for processed paper and paperboard. Use
phase can be excluded if study is conducted according to this guidance (EPD international
2020, 10).

Figure 8. Cradle to grave system boundaries for paper products in according to product category rules for
processed paper and paperboard (EPD international 2020, 10).

When recycling situations are allocated, emissions related to primary production and recycling are partitioned between a previous, the case and a subsequent life cycles (Schrijvers et
al. 2016, 980). Therefore, an important factor is to define strict boundaries to processes that
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are allocated. In other words processes that are included in recycling operations and in primary production has to be defined carefully.
Recycling is defined by Eurostat (Eurostat 2014) “as any recovery operation by which waste
materials are reprocessed into products, materials or substances whether for the original or
other purposes.” Collection certainly is a recovery operation, but no reprocessing occurs on
collection. In sorting stage material is processed into several different grades which are used
afterwards in different recycling processes. Referring to Eurostat’s definition, sorting is seen
as the first phase of paper recycling, as it includes processing of material to new products.
In Eurostat’s definition recycling ends in point in which material is processed into a product.
In paper mill end products are pulp and paper. As it was defined in chapter 2.6.1 recycled
paper mills are generally integrated and pulp and paper manufacturing are connected. Integrated paper mills share processing equipment and material flows. As example wastewater
flows from the paper machine are circulated to pulp production (Suhr et al. 2015, 562, 564565), and subdivision of this water flow may become difficult and lead to allocation. Therefore, even though recycled fiber-based pulp may be also defined as an end product of recycling, it may be beneficial to define end product as a recycled paper at factory gate.

Primary production starts from a raw material extraction. To define primary production corresponding to recycling process, also primary production phase ends to paper mill, in point
when finished paper is produced. Figure 9 illustrates life cycle phases of paper that are defined as primary production and recycling.
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Figure 9. Illustration of how recycling processes and primary production is defined in this work. Recycling
processes in paper life cycle presented with green color and primary production processes presented with yellow color. Grey processes belong to system that produces paper for recycling.

If different definitions are used, processes related to recycling and primary production may
be interpreted differently. This can have an effect on what processes are allocated between
systems and therefore it can affect to results of LCA.

3.4 Methods for avoiding allocation
As it was presented earlier, the primary method in multifunctional situations is to avoid allocation. Primary method to avoid allocation is substitution of unit processes to sub-processes that produce different products (ISO 14044:2006, 14). In subdivision, black box processes that produce several products are divided to subprocesses that produce only one product. With this method actual processes can be cut from the original process (ILCD 2010, 7576). Figure 10 presents subdivision method. In this figure main process is defined with
dashed line, and this process is subdivided to several sub-processes. In the case presented in
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figure 10, interest is to study LCI of production of A and processes P1, P2 and P3 are included to inventory.

Figure 10. Solving multifunctionality by subdivision in according to ILCD handbook (ILCD 2010, 76).

In a recycling situation the studied product provides a cofunction in EOL. All processes that
are linked to production of original product are part of the same supply chain that leads to
recycled material. Therefore, all processes are linked also to its EOL and dividing system to
subprocesses that produce different outputs is not a suitable option for modeling recycling.

The secondary method for avoiding allocation is a system expansion (ISO 14044:2006, 14).
In the system expansion, the coproduct generated in system is taken into account by expanding the system boundaries. Boundaries are expanded to consider the coproduct and also alternative production that is substituted by coproduct. In system expansion functional unit
includes main function and cofunctions. When several scenarios are compared to each other,
functional unit stays identical and if end products are changed between scenarios, alternative
production to fulfil the functional unit is modeled. (ISO 14049:2012, 21-22.) Figure 11 presents system expansion presented in ISO 14049.
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Figure 11. System expansion in according to ISO 14049 (ISO 14049:2012, 21-22).

A variant of the system expansion is a substitution method. In this method, alternative function for the produced cofunction is defined and this alternative production is eliminated from
the inventory. (ILCD 2010, 77.) Updated annex of ISO 14044 (ISO 14044:2006/A2:2020,
7-11) presents that substitution is a suitable method to be used in recycling situations. Standard instructs that allocation can be avoided in recycling situation by calculating a recycling
credit, which is based on how much virgin material can be substituted and this amount is
eliminated from inventory. For the studied system elimination generates credit with negative
sign, that generally gives environmental benefits. To ensure consistency and that LCI data
does not disappear, recycled product carries a burden which corresponds to the credit but
has an opposite sign. This burden is given to the system into which recycled material enters.
(ISO 14044:2006/A2:2020, 7-11.) Figure 12 illustrates mathematical approach to substitution method.

Figure 12. Mathematical approach to substitution method (ILCD 2010, 78; ISO 14044:2006/A2:2020, 8).
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It has to be noted that the credit given in the substitution approach is an indirect assumed
consequence of the recycling process and reduction of the impact from the system does not
occur in the actual world, as physically no pollutants are removed from environment. Also,
in ALCA all changes in other systems are not modelled and credits may not correspond to
the actual situation. As an example, given credit does not consider alternative use for forest,
if it is not used for pulpwood production.

If substituted negative inventory flows are larger than positive inventory flows, it is possible
that also the overall environmental impact turns to negative. In this case, impact generated
by the studied system is compensated by the substituted function and benefit is generated.
Negative impacts may lead to difficulty when results are communicated. It has to be considered that this negative impact applies only to studied situation and as an example unlimited
production of product with negative impact does not lead to unlimited benefits. (ILCD 2010,
77-78)

For material recycling of the dispersion coated paper material, a system expansion can be
used as a method to avoid allocation. The goal of this work is to define the environmental
impact for a single product and if the system expansion is conducted by including cofunctions into the functional unit, the environmental impact of the case product cannot be separated from other functions. Therefore, the substitution method is more suitable method to
avoid allocation in this work than including cofunctions into the functional unit.

An important factor in system expansion is to define what is the function that the coproduct
generates. In a recycling situation, the function that the product generates after recycling has
to be defined. After the function has been determined, it needs to be specified what is the
alternative production option for this function. To avoid overestimation, minimum processing to achieve the corresponding function is used. An alternative production that is defined with the above-mentioned procedure is called as a true joint process and the alternative
product as a true joint product. (ILCD 2010, 345.) Figure 13 presents how to define a true
joint process and a true joint product which are substituted by recycled material. In the figure
the true joint process is P1 and the true joint product is material in between process steps P1
and P2.
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Figure 13. Defining true joint process in according to ILCD handbook (ILCD 2010, 345).

In paper recycling, the main function is to produce material for the papermaking process.
Therefore, a true joint product should be material for papermaking. In the paper mill RCF
derived pulp and pulp derived from virgin material can be mixed to produce certain paper
qualities. In this stage both materials have similar properties. Before this stage processing
steps and materials are different, and after this stage both materials can be fed to the paper
machine. With this information conclusion can be drawn that the true coproduct of recycled
paper manufacturing is virgin pulp. On the other hand, it was found out in chapter 2.6.1 that
the recycled pulp production and the paper manufacturing are almost without exception integrated and subdivision of the paper mill may become difficult. Therefore, to avoid allocation of the integrated paper mill, it may be beneficial to define the substituted function of
paper recycling to be paper material at the gate of paper mill and expand the system to take
into account the whole paper mill. In figure 14 simplified process description of typical integrated RCF paper mill and non-integrated virgin material production to illustrate the definition of substituted function.
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Figure 14. To avoid allocation of integrated RCF paper mill, paper material can be set as substituted function
instead of pulp.

3.5 General allocation methods
As it was presented in the beginning of this chapter in figure 4, the primary allocation procedure should be based on physical qualities between produced functions and the secondary
option is to use an economic value or number of uses.

Physical allocation can be based as an example on mass or volume of the product (ISO
14049:2012, 24-25). For a process producing as an example bark and debarked wood, allocation can be defined based on the mass of produced bark and wood. If roundwood can be
used to produce 10 % of bark chips and 90 % of debarked wood based on volume, an allocation factor for debarked wood can be set to 0.9 and for bark 0.1. It has to be considered
that all life cycle stages before allocation, i.e. forestry, are considered in allocation, not only
the debarking process.

The secondary method for allocation is based on an economic value of functions. This
method can be used if allocation with physical properties is not possible or feasible. In this
allocation method relation between the economic value of products defines the allocation
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factor. (ISO 14049:2012, 26-27.) As an example, in forestry operations price difference between produced energy wood and logs can be significant. If in above-mentioned example
price of bark chips used for energy production is 5 e/m3 and for debarked log 50 e/m3, approximately 1 % of the revenue is generated by bark sales and 99 % from sales of debarked
logs. Therefore, the allocation factor based on the economic value may be defined as 0.99
for debarked wood and 0.01 for bark chips.

For a recycling situation allocation based on only one physical quality or purely on an economic value may be difficult, as product may be used several times during its lifetime and
physical qualities may change several times during these recycling procedures. ISO 14049
(ISO 14049:2012, 19-38) also presents above-mentioned methods separately from allocation
methods intended for recycling situations.

The third option for allocation is allocation based on the number of uses. In this method
primary production is partitioned between life cycles in which certain material is used during
its lifetime. Every time the material is used, life cycle has to carry corresponding share of
environmental burdens of primary production. For this type of allocation, the total number
of uses has to be known or estimated for recycled material. The total number of uses includes
all uses certain material is used for in between the primary production and the final disposal.
The number of uses defines an allocation factor for the primary production. As an example,
if it is assumed that recycled fibers are used in paper products in 3.6 times before they are
finally disposed, the primary production of the fiber material is allocated to all life cycles
with a reciprocal of 3.6, which is approximately 0,278. This factor applies to the life cycle
that originally produces material from virgin sources and to life cycles using recycled material. It has to be considered that allocation can be used only for share of material that is
recycled in end of life. When allocation is conducted based on the number of subsequent
uses, ISO 14049 defines that recycling processes are fully allocated to the life cycle that uses
recycled material. (ISO 14049:2012, 34-38.)

That allocation with the number of uses could be used in this work, the number subsequent
uses should be defined for the dispersion coated paper material. Defining the number of uses
demands for comprehensive information on into which products material is recycled
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throughout several cycles that fiber is used in. Several factors affect to the number of cycles
recycled fiber is used including used recycling process, final use of produced recycled material, recycling habits in certain area in which material is directed to recycling etc. In this
work first recycling cycle is identified based on literature and assumptions and including
following recycling steps may increase heavily amount of uncertainty to the estimated number of uses. With the current achieved data it is not possible to reliably define the number of
uses and to use allocation with the number of uses.

It can be concluded that allocation with physical qualities or monetary value do not would
clearly present how primary production and recycling inventories should be allocated between previous, studied and subsequent life cycles. Allocation with the number of uses provides allocation methodology for paper products, but currently data related to subsequent
uses of studied dispersion coated paper material is not reliable enough that this allocation
method could be used.

3.6 Allocation methods specifically for recycling situations
It was identified in the previous chapter 3.5 that general allocation methods presented in ISO
14044 based physical properties or economical value, did not provide comprehensive
method for allocation of the recycling situation of the dispersion coated paper. Also, with
current data, allocation with the number of uses could not provide a sufficiently reliable
method. In addition to the methods presented in ISO 14044, several methodologies have
been suggested specifically for recycling situations (ILCD 2010, 344). As an example,
Ekvall (2020, 21) compared in total 12 important EOL approaches and this list does not
include all methodologies that are suggested in the research field. Methods may vary from
simple cut off rules to complicated methodologies where life cycle steps from primary production, recycling and final disposal are divided between the first and the subsequent life
cycles (ILCD 2010, 344), but there is no method that fits all, nor there is consensus of what
method to use (Hohenthal et al. 2019, 264).

From important LCA guidance documents three alternative allocation methods are chosen
to be studied in this work. It is assumed that with comparison of substitution approach and
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three different allocation methods, sufficient comparison of different methodologies can be
achieved. As presented earlier, to keep results of the study comparative with other studies,
allocation methods have to be consistent between studies. Category rules provide a common
guidance for LCA studies made for certain products. Therefore, allocation methods presented in category rules for paper products are preferred and they are reviewed in this work.
Both category rules, the PEFCR document and the PCR document offer different approach
for allocation of material recycling situations. To find out and illustrate how EOL approach
selection can generate difference to an overall result of LCA, a notably different allocation
method is identified for comparison. It is identified that an allocation method presented in
ILCD handbook has substantially different approach compared to methodologies presented
in the PCR document and the PEFCR document. The allocation method presented in ILCD
handbook is used as a comparative method.

Compared allocation formulas are presented in subchapters. It needs to be taken into account
that in presented formulas only LCI data that is allocated between life cycles is presented.
Processes that are inside system boundaries of case life cycle, but not allocated between
systems, as processes related to the use phase, are not shown. Definitions for primary production and recycling used in this study are presented in chapter 3.3. In equations capital
letters represent LCI data of specific processes and lower-case letters represent factors that
are based on case specific properties and allocation rules.

3.6.1 Allocation in ILCD handbook

ILCD handbook (2010, 350-351) presents formula for allocating LCI data related to primary
production, final waste disposing and recycling. The equation 1 presents formula. This
method is called in literature “end of life recycling” or “100-0” method (European commission 2011, 6; Schrijvers et al. 2016, 980).
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𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = (𝑃 + 𝐷) ∗ (1 − 𝑟𝑟) + 𝑅𝐸𝑂𝐿 ∗ 𝑟𝑟

Etot

Allocated LCI result for unit

P

LCI of a primary production

D

LCI of a final waste disposal

REOL

LCI of recycling process in EOL phase

rr

Recycling rate

(1)

In formula it has to be considered that rr, recycling rate, is not amount of recycled material
directed to recycling, but amount that is finally recycled as new products. If rr is set equal to
material directed to recycling and less than 100 % of material is recovered in recycling process, there is a risk that part of the primary production inventory is not allocated to life cycle
producing recycled material or to life cycle using recycled material. As was presented in the
beginning of chapter 3, allocation should never lead to disappearance of a LCI data.

Above in the equation 1 presented EOL recycling formula does not take into account possible decrease in quality of recycled material, but if inherit properties change in between life
cycles, ILCD handbook instructs to use a correction factor. (ILCD 2010, 351.) The equation
2 presents a formula in which the correction factor q is introduced.

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = (𝑃 + 𝐷) ∗ (1 − 𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝑞) + 𝑅𝐸𝑂𝐿 ∗ 𝑟𝑟

q

(2)

Quality correction factor

In EOL recycling method LCI of the primary production is allocated for the subsequent life
cycle from that part which is recycled in EOL. Therefore, benefits of producing material
which ends up to recycling are attributed for the life cycle that produces material for recycling. This can be rationalized with idea that future virgin production is evaded. To ensure
that all emissions are in line between the primary production and subsequent life cycles, user
of recycled material carries responsibility for the primary production of material, but not
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recycling processes. In this sense this method does not encourage the use of recycled material, as LCI data of used recycled material equals to primary production. This method reflects
assumption that when recycled material is used, virgin material has to be used in another
product. Such EOL approach can be justified when demand for recycled material is larger
than supply. (Schrijvers et al. 2016, 985.)

In firstly presented form the EOL recycling method, presented in equation 1, can be interpreted to describe a closed cycle recycling, as recycled material is assumed to correspond
with the original product. In the second form, presented in equation 2, is clear that the EOL
recycling method presents an open-loop recycling procedure, as change in inherit properties
is corrected with a quality correction factor. As the EOL recycling allocation can be used in
an open-loop recycling situation, this EOL approach is also suitable for this work.

3.6.2 Allocation in the PCR for processed paper and cardboard

Product category rules for processed paper and cardboard instruct that in recycling situation
system generating material for recycling is responsible of the full environmental impact until
the gate of reprocessing plant. This includes full responsibility of the primary production
phase regardless of EOL treatment. The system that uses recycled raw material is responsible
for recycling processes needed. (EPD international 2020, 1, 12.) This method is also called
in literature as a “cut-off” or “0-100” method (European commission 2011, 6; Schrijvers et
al. 2016, 984;)

The cut-off method is an allocation rule that defines 100 % of primary production and reprocessing of recycled raw materials to the case system (Schrijvers et al. 2016, 984). For life
cycle that produces material for recycling, only benefit from recycling is that the responsibility of inventory of recycling in the EOL phase is allocated to the subsequent life cycle.
The equation 3 presents formula for the cut-off allocation.
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𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑃 ∗ (1 − 𝑟𝑐) + 𝑅𝑟𝑐 ∗ 𝑟𝑐 + 𝐷 ∗ (1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑑 )

Rrc

LCI of recycling of recycled raw materials

rrd

Share directed to recycling

rc

Recycled content of a raw material

(3)

In the cut-off allocation rrd, is defined differently than rr presented in the EOL recycling
formula in equation 1. It has to be noted that in the cut-off allocation rrd is amount directed
to recycling, not amount that is finally produced as new products. Life cycle using recycled
material is responsible for recycling processes including a possible treatment of generated
residues in recycling processes, if 100 % material cannot be utilized after recycling.

The producer of virgin material is responsible for the inventory of the primary production in
the cut-off allocation, regardless of is the product recycled or not, but not responsible for the
LCI of recycling. Therefore, in the cut-off method, each product is only responsible for the
potential environmental impacts that it causes directly. Advantage of the cut-off allocation
is that uncertainties related to the origin of the fiber, number of cycles in the fiber life cycle
and what is factual recycling treatment are avoided. (Gaudreault 2010, 202-203.)

The cut-off allocation is a simple method that avoids several uncertainties related to many
allocation methods. As each product is responsible only for emissions it causes directly,
emission allocation stays clear and understandable. On the other hand, as recycling procedures are not considered, cut-off allocation does not encourage to improve recyclability of
products. As transport to recycling is included to life cycle that produces material for recycling, it is even possible that the environmental impact of transportation to recycling may
have more significant impact than the alternative final disposal of product. This could lead
to situation in which recyclable product has higher impact than corresponding product that
cannot be recycled. In any case, the cut-off allocation gives relatively small benefit to products that can be recycled or recovered after use.
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The cut-off allocation does not consider actions after recycling. Therefore, it is not possible
to define is the cut-off allocation open or closed-loop allocation, but for this method identification is irrelevant, as recycling processes in EOL phase are cut off from study, and method
can be used in open- and closed-loop recycling situations. Therefore, method is suitable also
for this work. Also, suitability is supported by fact that method is suitable for paper products
in general, as method is guided to be used by the PCR document.

3.6.3 Allocation in the PEFCR for intermediate paper products

The PEFCR for intermediate paper products provides guidance for allocating recycling and
recovery situations in the EOL phase. The paper presents different methods for allocation of
energy recovery and recycling of paper. For recycled material the circular footprint formula
(CFF) is introduced to be used as an allocation method. (Ringman et al. 2018, 56-57.) The
equation 4 presents the CFF for material recycling situations.

𝑞𝑖𝑛
𝐸𝑀𝑅 = (𝑃 ∗ (1 − 𝑟𝑐)) + (𝑟𝑐 ∗ (𝑎 ∗ 𝑅𝑟𝑐 + 𝑃 ∗ (1 − 𝑎) ∗ ( )))
𝑞𝑃
(4)
+ (𝑟𝑟 ∗ (1 − 𝑎) ∗ (𝑅𝐸𝑂𝐿 − 𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡 ∗ (

𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡
)))
𝑞𝑃

EMR

Allocated LCI result derived from material recycling

a

An allocation factor in material recycling

qin

Quality of input recycled material

qP

Quality of primary produced material

qout

Quality of recycled material after recycling process

Psubst

LCI of production of substituted material

In equation 4, it is important to note that factor rr, amount that is finally recycled, defines an
inventory of recycling in end of life phase and therefore REOL is an inventory to produce
certain amount of recycled material and not an inventory to treat certain amount of material
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in a recycling process. Allocation factors for paper products are defined in the PEFCR document and as an example for graphic papers value is 0.5 and for packaging papers value is
0.2 (Ringman et al. 2018, 62). If only cradle to gate study is conducted, value 1 is used as an
allocation factor. Quotients with q symbols are used as define quality correction factor to
identify change in physical quality. The PEFCR for intermediate paper products (Ringman
et al. 2018, 57) instructs that quality correction factor is “set to 1 for intermediate paper
products, as the quality of the pulp at point of substitution is of the quality needed for the
paper production”. Cradle to grave CFF for packaging paper is presented in the equation 5.
In this equation allocation factor is set to 0.2 and quality factor as 1 in according to the
PEFCR document.

𝐸𝑀𝑅 = ((1 − 𝑟𝑐) ∗ 𝑃) + (𝑟𝑐 ∗ (0.2 ∗ 𝑅𝑟𝑐 + 0.8 ∗ 𝑃))
+ (𝑟𝑟 ∗ 0.8 ∗ (𝑅𝐸𝑂𝐿 − 𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡 ))

(5)

The equation 5 presents formula to be used in a cradle to grave study. The PEFCR for intermediate paper products is intended only for a cradle to gate study, and therefore presents
formula in form in which the EOL phase is excluded. Also, symbols used in this work are
standardized between presented formulas and differ from symbols used in the PEFCR document.

The equation 6 below presents allocation method for energy recovery of wastepaper presented in PEFCR for intermediate products (Ringman et al. 2018, 57).
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𝐸𝐸𝑅 = (1 − 𝑏) ∗ 𝑟𝑟𝐸𝑅 ∗ (𝐷𝐸𝑅 − 𝑒𝐿𝐻𝑉 ∗ 𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 ∗ 𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 − 𝑒𝐿𝐻𝑉 ∗ 𝜂𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 ∗ 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 )

EER

Allocated LCI derived from energy recovery

b

Allocation factor for energy production

rrER

Share of material directed to energy recovery

DER

LCI of waste to energy

eLHV

Lower heating value of waste material

ηheat

Efficiency of heat production

ηelec

Efficiency of electricity production

Sheat

Inventory of substituted heat production

Selec

Inventory of substituted electricity production

(6)

For paper products the PEFCR document gives guidance to set the allocation factor b to 0
(Ringman et al. 2018, 57). When the allocation factor b is set to 0 as the PEFCR document
guides, following equation 7 is derived.

𝐸𝐸𝑅 = 𝑟𝑟𝐸𝑅 ∗ (𝐷𝐸𝑅 − 𝑒𝐿𝐻𝑉 ∗ 𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 ∗ 𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 − 𝑒𝐿𝐻𝑉 ∗ 𝜂𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 ∗ 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 )

(7)

When allocation factor b is set to 0, it can be seen from the equation 7 that formula describes
substitution procedure and could be interpreted to be a procedure to avoid allocation rather
than procedure for allocation.

In extension to above-mentioned equations, the PEFCR for intermediate paper products offers also separate formula for the LCI related to the final disposal of waste excluding energy
recovery. Formula for final disposal is presented in equation 8. Formula assumes that material which is not recovered or recycled is disposed.
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𝐸𝐷 = (1 − 𝑟𝑟 − 𝑟𝑟𝐸𝑅 ) ∗ 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑐.𝐸𝑅

(8)

ED

Allocated LCI result derived from final disposal without energy recovery

Dexc.ER

LCI of final disposal excluding energy recovery.

The carbon footprint formula combines several methods that are mentioned in ISO 14044
for allocation. The CFF includes features from the substitution approach, which is type of
system expansion and described as a method for avoiding allocation in ISO 14044 and combines it with allocation with physical properties, as it uses quality factor. This is beneficial
for an open-loop situation, as the CFF takes into account what is substituted and is quality
of recycled material changing during the recycling process. For paper products the allocation
factor is defined in the PEFCR document, but originally it is based on economic value relation between price of recycled material and price of primary material (European commission
2020, 3). CFF is complicated method compared to straightforward cut-off and EOL recycling methods. However, as the PEFCR document defines used allocation and quality correction factors, method is less time consuming than some specific allocation methods for
recycling (Ekvall et al 2020, 7-8).

The CFF is partitioning impacts and benefits between recycled content producer and recycled content user with allocation factor. This can be seen as a benefit compared to EOL
recycling and cut-off methods, of which first mentioned does not encourage the use of recycled raw material, and latter does not encourage the production of recyclable products.

The CFF can be used as an open-loop recycling method, as it takes into account possible
change in quality and it considers that material can be used in another product after recycling.
Therefore, it is suitable for the studied material. Also, suitability is supported by fact that
method is suitable for paper products in general, as method is guided to be used by the
PEFCR document.
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3.7 Comparison of suitable EOL approaches
In this work identified suitable EOL approaches are the substitution method, the EOL recycling allocation, the cut-off allocation, and the CFF allocation. Identified EOL approaches
have different perspective on how inventories should be allocated between a life cycle producing recycled material and a life cycle using recycled material. As this work is concentrated to a product that is produced from virgin materials and partly recycled in the EOL
phase, the main interest is how LCI is allocated to the life cycle producing recycled material.
Figures 15, 16, 17 and 18 present allocation of LCI to the life cycle producing recycled
material for different EOL approaches. In these figures is assumed that a case product is
produced from virgin materials and 100 % of the product is recycled in EOL. This is done
for illustrative reasons, reaching 100 % recycling rate is not common, but it effectively illustrates how these EOL approaches affect to inventory.

Figure 15 presents a life cycle of a product when the substitution is used to avoid allocation.
When material recycling is handled with the substitution approach, the life cycle is extended
until the point in which the new function, in this case the new material, is provided and it
can substitute another material. As presented in chapter 3.4, for recycled paper this point is
when paper has been produced. Figure 15 also illustrates how system boundaries different
life cycle phases or processes are defined in this work.

In the substitution approach, a recycling credit for substituting virgin material is given to the
system and corresponding burden given for the subsequent life cycle. In figure 15 credit is
illustrated with green outlines and burden with red outlines. As presented life cycle does not
use recycled material, it does not need to carry burden from earlier life cycles. Figure 15
presents credits and burdens inside dashed boundaries, as impacts of the substituted credit
processes, i.e. emissions, are not actually removed from environment.
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Figure 15. System expansion with the substitution. The case life cycle is responsible of LCI of processes that
are marked with grey color. 100 % production is virgin and 100 % material is recycled in end of life. Properties
do not change in recycling process. Credits allocated for life cycle producing recycled material equal with
burden allocated for subsequent life cycle. System boundaries of life cycle stages and substituted processes are
shown.

Figure 16 illustrates that if allocation is done according to the EOL recycling approach, a
life cycle is only responsible for the share of the primary production that is disposed. In the
figure, 100 % of the product is recycled and therefore inventory of virgin production is allocated to subsequent life cycles. In the end, the life cycle that disposes material carries out
the full responsibility of the primary production. It is notable that life cycle producing material for recycling is fully responsible of recycling processes. Figure 16 shows how system
boundaries of processes that are affected by recycling are defined in this work. In this figure
it is assumed that properties of recycled material do not change during recycling process. If
properties are decreased, inventory of primary production is allocated to life cycle producing
recycled material in accordance with change in properties as presented in chapter 3.6.1.
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Figure 16. EOL recycling allocation. Case life cycle is responsible of LCI of processes that are marked with
grey color. 100 % production is virgin and 100 % material is recycled in end of life. Properties do not change
in recycling process. System boundaries of life cycle stages are shown.

Figure 17 presents allocation done according to the cut-off approach. In this approach the
life cycle producing recycled material is responsible of all process steps until the point in
which material is handed to the recycling process. The life cycle using recycled material
carries responsibility of all recycling steps.

Figure 17. The cut-off allocation. 100 % production is virgin and 100 % material is recycled in end of life.
Case life cycle is responsible of LCI of processes that are marked with grey color. System boundaries of life
cycle stages are shown.

Figure 18 illustrates allocation procedure that is done according to CFF approach. The third
allocation method, the CFF allocation, has a significantly different perspective compared to
other two allocation methods presented. In the CFF allocation substitution of alternative production is considered by allocating a recycling credit for the life cycle producing recycled
material. The credit is not fully accounted, as an allocation factor defines the share of the
recycling credit that is allocated to a product. A burden that corresponds to the credit is
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allocated to the subsequent life cycle. In addition to allocation of credits, the allocation factor
also defines allocation of recycling processes between life cycle producing recycled material
and the life cycle using it. In figure 18 allocation factor for packaging paper products, 0.2, is
used and therefore life cycle carries 80 % of recycling process inventory and 80 % of recycling credit is given to system. In the CFF allocation primary production is allocated fully to
the life cycle that uses virgin material.

Figure 18. Allocation with CFF formula. 100 % production is virgin and 100 % material is recycled in end of
life. Case life cycle is responsible of LCI of processes that are marked with grey color. Credits allocated for
life cycle producing recycled material equal with burden allocated for subsequent life cycle. Allocation factor
is set as 0.2. System boundaries of life cycle stages and substituted processes are shown.

Figures 16, 17, and 18 illustrate how allocation methods define, which life cycle stages are
allocated to life cycle producing recycled material. Earlier it was identified from literature
that method selection has effect on overall results of an LCA study. These figures above
illustrate clearly why results may differentiate, as different methodologies include different
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life cycle stages to the studied system. As different life cycle stages in the life cycle of the
dispersion coated paper have different important environmental impacts, it is presumable
that results of different impact categories are not affected similarly by selection of EOL approach.
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4

LCA OF PAPER PACKAGING RECYCLING PROCESS

ISO 14044 divides LCA studies into four phases including a goal and scope definition phase,
an inventory analysis phase, an impact assessment phase, and an interpretation phase (ISO
14044:2006, 5). This work includes these main phases of an LCA study, but all the data is
not as comprehensively presented as ISO 14044 instructs. Only data that is relevant for this
work is presented. The following subchapters present the goal and scope and the inventory
analysis of this LCA study. The life cycle impact assessment and the interpretation phases
are presented in chapter 5. GaBi LCA software is used in modelling of the studied system
and to produce the results.

4.1 Goal and scope
The goal of the work is to assess the potential environmental impact for the cradle to grave
life cycle of a dispersion coated paper and to identify factors in the EOL phase that can have
effect on results. Attributional life cycle assessment is conducted for the studied material.
Effect of EOL approach selection is tested by defining the environmental impact for the
studied product with the substitution, the EOL recycling, the cut-off, and the CFF approaches.

This LCA is an expansion of an existing life cycle assessment of a paper packaging. The life
cycle phases from cradle to user are adopted from the earlier study. End of life phase and
different approaches are modeled from the very beginning.

4.1.1 Functional unit

Product category rules for processed paper and paperboard define the declared unit as 1000
kg of produced paper in which weight of packaging material is not included (EPD international 2020, 8) and the PEFCR document guides to use 1000 kg of saleable product (Ringman et al 2018, 27). Based on above-mentioned guidelines the functional unit is defined as
1000 kg of the dispersion coated paper material. Reference flow is jumbo paper reel which
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includes 1000 kg of studied product and 8 kg of packaging materials that are used in reel and
wrapping of jumbo paper reel.

4.1.2 Product system, scenarios, and allocation

A cradle to grave study is conducted to assess a potential environmental impact for the life
cycle of the dispersion coated paper. The studied life cycle starts from the material extraction. It was found out in chapter 2.3 that the use phase does not give relevant environmental
impacts and from the use phase only transportation of paper and a life cycle of packaging
materials are included to this study. In chapter 3, several suitable end of life approaches were
identified for the studied paper product. Identified suitable end of life approaches are the
substitution, the EOL recycling, the cut-off, and the CFF approaches. These methods are
compared to each other by modeling identical life cycles with different EOL approaches.

The EOL phase of the paper material is based on identified most likely treatment options.
Paper for recycling and wastepaper flows are set according with findings on the theory part.
In chapter 2.4 was defined that approximately 88 % of paper is recycled and 12 % incinerated, when treatment options corresponding for less than 1 % and are not considered. It was
found out in chapter 2.5 that it is most likely that dispersion coated paper is sorted to grade
1.11, which is directed to newsprint manufacturing. Sorting efficiency was found out to vary
between 85-95 %. Based on the sorting efficiency, it is assumed that in sorting facility 90 %
of dispersion coated paper is sorted to newsprint manufacturing and 10 % to testliner production. Therefore, conclusion is drawn that 12 % of paper is incinerated, 9 % recycled in
testliner production and rest 79 % in newsprint production. These flows are illustrated in
figures 19, 20, 21 and 22, that present the studied system with different studied EOL approaches.

The primary method in multifunctional situations in LCA is to avoid allocation. The first
studied EOL approach is the substitution method. For each function provided by recycling
and recovery options, a recycling credit is defined with a corresponding paper or an energy
manufacturing process. The substituted material is set as paper material at mill gate as was
presented in chapter 3.4. Recycled material substitutes virgin material, as it is presented in
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updated annex of ISO 14044 (ISO 14044:2006/A2:2020, 7-11) Testliner substitutes kraftliner and recycled newsprint substitutes virgin newsprint manufacturing. Energy production
from wastes substitute market mix energy production. Substituted functions were presented
more precisely in chapter 2.8. Figure 19 presents the studied life cycle and system boundaries
for the studied system when the substitution EOL approach is used.
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Figure 19. The life cycle of dispersion coated paper and system boundaries with the substitution EOL approach. Green color presents substituted recycling credit processes. Distribution of paper flows to recycling
options is illustrated. Use phase is presented with dashed line, as it is only partly included.
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Several suitable allocation methods were identified. To compare and identify how selection
of an allocation method affects to results, three material recycling allocation methods, the
EOL recycling, the cut-off and the CFF approaches, are modeled for the dispersion coated
paper material. Allocation is used only to treat multifunctionality in material recycling situations, not in energy recovery situations. Multifunctionality in energy recovery is handled
with the substitution approach in every EOL approach option. As it was found out in chapter
3.6.3, handling energy recovery with substitution approach corresponds to methodology presented in the PEFCR document.

The EOL recycling allocation is the first studied EOL approach. In this method, recycling
processes are allocated to the life cycle producing paper for recycling. For amount that is
recycled to testliner or newsprint, primary production is allocated to a subsequent life cycle.
Studied life cycle carries the responsibility of the primary production impact for share that
is disposed or recovered, but not recycled. Figure 20 illustrates the EOL recycling allocation
on the studied system. Processes related to the primary production are presented bicolored,
with yellow and grey color, to represent that inventories are partly allocated to the studied
system and partly to the subsequent life cycle. In the EOL recycling allocation, the processes
substituted by material recycling are not considered with recycling credit.

Use of EOL recycling allocation demands for quality correction factor. It was identified in
the theory part that quality correction factor can be complicated to define for paper products.
As in the studied system paper is recycled into two different processes, also quality correction should be defined separately for these two recycling pathways. It was found out in the
theory part, that it is a common practice to use a quality correction factor of 1 and the PEFCR
guidance also guides to use this value. Therefore, the quality correction factor is set as 1.
However, it should be noted that the quality correction factor with this value is more suitable
to a closed-loop recycling situation than to the studied open-loop recycling situation.
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Figure 20. The life cycle of dispersion coated paper and system boundaries when the EOL recycling allocation
is used. Bicolored processes are allocated between the studied and the subsequent life cycle. No credit processes are allocated to the studied product when the EOL recycling allocation is used.
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The third studied EOL approach is the cut-off allocation. In the cut-off allocation, recycling
processes are allocated to the life cycle using recycled material and the primary production
is allocated fully to the studied life cycle. No credits are given in the cut-off allocation. Figure 21 presents system boundaries for the dispersion coated paper material when the cut-off
allocation is used. In the figure yellow color illustrates processes that are allocated to the
subsequent life cycle.
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Figure 21. The life cycle of the dispersion coated paper and system boundaries when the cut-off allocation is
used. Processes colored with yellow are allocated to the subsequent life cycle.
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In the CFF allocation recycling processes are allocated between the studied life cycle and
the subsequent life cycle. An allocation factor, in this case 0.2, defines how impacts are
allocated between life cycles. The studied life cycle carries responsibility of 80 % of recycling processes and rest 20 % is allocated to the subsequent life cycle. The CFF also utilizes
features of a a substitution, but recycling credits are reduced by the allocation factor. In this
case with the allocation factor of 0.2, 80 % benefit from the recycling credit is allocated to
the studied life cycle. The primary production is allocated fully to studied life cycle. Figure
22 illustrates the studied life cycle when the CFF allocation is used and processes that are
affected by the CFF allocation. Bicolored processes are allocated between the studied life
cycle and the subsequent life cycle. Credit processes substituted by material recovery are
presented with light green color to represent that the credit is given to studied system with
80 % weighting.

In CFF allocation a quality correction factor is set to 1 in according with the PEFCR guidance. As correction factor is set to 1 also in the EOL recycling method, quality correction
factors are defined consistently for both methodologies.
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Figure 22. The life cycle of the dispersion coated paper and system boundaries when the CFF allocation is
used. Bicolored processes are allocated between the studied life cycle and the subsequent life cycle according
to the allocation factor. The allocation factor also defines amount of the recycling credit given to the system
because of substitution of virgin materials. These processes are shown with light green color.
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In addition to generation of paper for recycling in the EOL phase, also steel wires used for
baling of sorted paper create multifunctionality issue. Steel wires are partly produced of recycled material and partly recycled in their EOL. For the steel baling wire, closed-loop recycling procedure is used. Recycling rate of 76 % is assumed and this amount is returned to
the baling wire input. Metal that is not recycled is assumed to be landfilled.

Wastes that are recovered with incineration are generated from several processes in the life
cycle of the dispersion coated paper. As it was defined in chapter 3.6.3, the PEFCR document
guides to use the substitution method for energy recovery situations and in accordance with
the PEFCR document, allocation is avoided in energy recovery situations with the substitution. This methodology is used for energy recovery in all studied EOL approaches and illustrated also in figures 19, 20, 21, and 22.

4.1.3 Impact categories

The potential environmental impact is assessed for the important impact categories identified
in chapter 2.9, climate change, particulate matter, acidification, fossil resource depletion and
eutrophication potential. As the important impact categories are identified mainly based on
the PEFCR document, a methodology for the impact assessment is adopted also from the
PEF guidance. The most recent methodology, EF 3.0, is used. When the results are interpreted, it has to be noted that the PEF methodology does not include biogenic carbon emissions to climate change impact category, except if emissions are emitted as biogenic methane
(Sphera). In general, LCA results are potential environmental impacts and do not directly
present the actual impacts (ISO 14040:2006, 16).

4.1.4 Initial data quality requirements

This work is made in a general level and not to represent any specific recycling plant. Secondary data from reliable sources, like LCI databases and research papers, meets data quality
requirements of this is work. A primary data may be used when it is accessed, and it supplements data derived from secondary datasets. The main data source for recycling processes is
the BREF document.
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4.1.5 Cut off rule

General cut off rule used in this work is that a flow of less than 1 % can be excluded. However, cut off is not be conducted, if an inventory data for flows that are less than 1 % is
readily accessible. Cut off can be also done for flows that have unknown quantity and it is
assumed that their impact to the overall results is insignificant. When cut off is done in this
work, it is always transparently reported.

4.1.6 Limitations and critical review

Results of this study do not represent total life cycle emissions of the studied product, as
some processes are excluded from the study. In the use phase, only transportation of the
product and the life cycle of transport packaging for paper reel is taken into account. Also,
transportation of employees, capital equipment and infrastructure are excluded from the
study. This work is based on the guidance given in standards ISO 14040 and ISO 14044 and
category rules for paper products, but this work does not strictly follow any of the guidance.
Therefore, this study is not a complete LCA done in accordance with LCA standards or an
environmental declaration or a product environmental footprint. This work is a screening
LCA study. No critical review is done for this work.

4.1.7 Sensitivity analysis

In the sensitivity analysis single factors are changed one by one to illustrate significance of
these factors. Factors chosen for the sensitivity analysis are all from the EOL phase and
identified earlier in this work to have a significant contribution on results. With this sensitivity analysis, factors in the EOL phase that may have significant effect on results of LCA
are tested to find out the most important factors in the life cycle of the dispersion coated
paper. Factors are chosen based on findings of the theory.

It is identified in the theory part of this work that there are at least three possible treatments
in the EOL of dispersion coated paper, incineration, newsprint production and testliner production. Sensitivity analysis is conducted for these three alternative treatment options. In
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chapter 3 was found out that to ensure consistency of study, the EOL approach has to be
consistent between compared alternatives. In this study the substitution approach is used for
all energy recovery operations. To make the sensitivity analysis of material recycling and
energy recovery would be consistent and comparable, only substitution approach is used in
sensitivity analysis. As incineration, recycling and substituted functions have all been identified to have contribution to the climate change impact category, sensitivity analysis of end
of life options is conducted for this impact category. Sensitivity analysis conducted for situations in which 100 % of paper is directed either to incineration, to testliner production, or
to newsprint production.

Yield of the recycling process was also identified as a possibly important factor for LCA of
the dispersion coated paper. As yield affects mainly to amount of material directed to incineration and how much material can be produced as a final products and therefore to amount
of substituted alternative production, sensitivity is analysis is conducted for the climate
change impact category for same reasons as it was chosen for sensitivity analysis of EOL
options. Typical yield range in for studied recycling processes shall be identified in the LCI
phase, and this range is used in the sensitivity analysis.

The energy consumption in paper mills is identified to have a significant role in the environmental impacts of paper products and therefore it is chosen for the sensitivity analysis. As
climate change impact category is highly relevant for the energy production, climate change
impact category is used for sensitivity analysis of the energy consumption. The typical energy consumption range for studied recycling processes is identified in LCI phase and this
range is used in sensitivity analysis.

The wastewater effluent emissions from the RCF paper mill were identified to possibly have
a significant impact on the eutrophication impact category. The sensitivity analysis on
wastewater effluents is conducted to the eutrophication impact category. The typical deviation of wastewater effluents is identified in the LCI phase and this data is used on the sensitivity analysis.
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Based on the theory part, sensitivity analysis should be conducted for quality correction factors in allocation formulas. Definition of the quality correction has been identified as a complicated issue and the PEFCR document specifically determines to use value 1 as the quality
correction factor for paper products. For these reasons, a sensitivity analysis for the quality
correction factor is not assessed.

4.2 The life cycle inventory phase
The life cycle inventory analysis includes collection and calculation of data, used allocation
procedures and results of the inventory analysis. Data collection includes input and output
data of relevant processes defined in the goal and scope. Results of LCI provide a starting
point for the impact assessment. (ISO 14044:2006, 13.) As the LCA model in this work is
based on an existing model and only the EOL phase is modeled from the very beginning,
only inventories of EOL processes are presented.

4.2.1 Collection and transportation to sorting

It is assumed that the dispersion coated paper is used only by households and not in the
industry, and material is collected from residential areas. In along with paper for recycling
from households a small amount of faulty sorted material is introduced to unsorted paper.
This faulty sorted waste is not considered in this work, as in according to the functional unit,
only paper material and necessary packaging materials are included. Collection of paper for
recycling includes collection with a truck from first collection point to last. In Larsen’s study
(2009, 6) average diesel consumption for collection of paper for recycling without transport
to facility was defined as 4.0 l/t. This information is combined with emission data of a delivery truck from the LIPASTO database (LIPASTO 2017) to define emissions from collection. Table 5 presents defined truck emissions as a function of a collected amount for a collection truck. In addition, distances between the collection area and the sorting facility are
considered. This transportation is presented in along with all transportation processes in
chapter 4.2.7.
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Table 5. The waste collection emission inventory.

Delivery truck, gross weight 6 t, payload 3.5 t, utilization rate 50 %.
tkm based (LIPASTO 2017)

Collection of 1 ton of paper for
recycling

Consumption [l]

0,081

4,0

CO [g/l]

0,151

7,5

HC [g/l]

0,048

2,36

NOx [g/l]

0,633

31,3

PM [g/l]

0,020

1,01

CH4 [g/l]

0,006

0,31

N2O [g/l]

0,015

0,73

SO2 [g/l]

0,001

0,03

CO2 [g/l]

189

9357

4.2.2 Sorting

The sorting process is described on chapter 2.5. The inventory analysis of sorting stage is
based on Haupt’s study (2018). Energy consumption data is updated with supplementary
information received from sorting plant in Germany (Oberndorfer). Table 6 presents inventory data of sorting plant.
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Table 6. Inputs and outputs of sorting process.

Inputs

Amount Unit

Source

Unsorted paper for recycling

1000,0

kg

Haupt et al. 2018

Electricity consumption

10,0

kWh

Oberndorfer

Heat consumption

14,2

MJ

Haupt et al. 2018

Diesel consumption

0,8

l

Oberndorfer

Baling steel wire

1,2

kg

Haupt et al. 2018

987,2

kg

Based on material bal-

Outputs

Sorted paper for recycling

ance

Reject paperboard and paper

12,8

kg

Haupt et al. 2018

Baling steel wire

1,2

kg

Haupt et al. 2018

Emissions from diesel consumption in sorting station are calculated based on specific emissions of wheel loader on LIPASTO database (LIPASTO 2017), which is presented in table
7.

Table 7. Wheel loader emissions derived from LIPASTO database (LIPASTO 2017).

Wheel loader

Emission [g/l]

CO

13,32

HC

3,02

NOx

17,28

PM

0,94

CH4

0,16

N2O

0,046

SO2

0,008

CO2

2655

The inventory of reject paper incineration and paperboard is calculated with procedure that
is presented in chapter 4.2.4. Benefits of energy produced in incineration processes are taken
into account with the substitution method by calculating a recycling credit. Inventories of
credit processes are described in chapter 4.2.6.
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Amount of dust emission occurring in handling of paper for recycling is unknown and assumed to have insignificant effect on the overall results and is not taken into account.

4.2.3 Recycled fiber paper mill

Two recycling options were defined in the goal and scope. The first recycling scenario includes a recycling process without deinking to produce testliner, the second recycling with
a deinking to produce newsprint. Life cycle inventories of both processes are presented in
this chapter. LCI data for processes is adopted from the BREF document.

4.2.3.1 Yield, reject and sludge generation in recycled paper mill

Yield in recycling processes presents amount of original paper material that can be recycled
into new products. Table 1 presented in the theory part shows generation of rejects. Yield of
recycling process is defined by removing rejects and sludges from the RCF input. Reject and
sludge generation values are presented with deviation. In this study mean values of deviation
range are used. Table 8 presents generated amounts of sludge and rejects and yield of recycling processes.

Table 8. Yield and reject and sludge generation in testliner and newsprint manufacturing.

Process

Yield [%]

Reject [%]

Sludge [%]

Testliner production

92,5

6

1,5

Newsprint production

79

2,5

18,5

The sensitivity analysis is conducted for yield of recycling. The sensitivity analysis is based
on yield fluctuation presented in table 1 and table 9 below presents deviation used in the
sensitivity analysis.
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Table 9. Deviation of yield for sensitivity analysis.

Process

Yield [%]

Reject [%]

Sludge [%]

Testliner production

90-95

4-8

1-2

Newsprint production

69-89

0-5

11-26

4.2.3.2 Energy consumption in recycled paper mill

It was identified earlier that the energy consumption has major role in the environmental
impacts of the paper manufacturing. Table 10 presents energy consumption values presented
in the BREF document for RCF paper mills. The actual consumption is energy consumption
in one actual plant. Minimum and maximum give deviation between values on different production plants. Actual consumption values are used to define energy consumption in testliner
and newsprint manufacturing. For the sensitivity analysis, minimum and maximum values
are used.

Table 10. Energy consumption of recovered fiber paper mills (Suhr et al. 2015, 626, 628, 630).

RCF mill with deinking

RCF mill without deinking

Heat

Electricity

Heat

Electricity

MWh/t

MWh/t

MWh/t

MWh/t

An actual plant

1200

400

1300

900

Min

1100

350

1000

900

Max

1500

450

1800

1300

4.2.3.3 Additive use in recycled paper mill

In the testliner production only biocide additive is needed. (Suhr et al 2015, 563.) No information of dosage of biocide in the testliner production was found in the theory part. It is
likely that the biocide is important for a toxicity impact category, but it is assumed that for
studied impact categories biocide is not very important and it is cut off from the study.

Additive use in newsprint deinking and bleaching is shown in table 11. Values are shown on
the table with deviation. In LCA model average value between minimum and maximum
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value is used. In the BREF document it is not defined what soap is used and as amount of
soap in fiber mass is less than 1 %, it is cut off from inventory data. Inventory related to
production of chemicals is based on secondary datasets. (Suhr et al. 2015, 563.) In addition,
newsprint manufacturing may use small amounts of additives and colors on the paper machine. (Suhr et al 2015, 563.) As amount is small, it is assumed to have also an insignificant
impact and data of the dosage is unknown, additive use on the paper machine is cut off from
this work.

Table 11. Additive use in newsprint manufacturing in percentages of total mass (Suhr et al. 2015, 563).

Additive

Repulping

Flotation

%

%

Flotation 2 Bleaching
%

Total

%

%

H2O2

0,5-1

1-2

1,5-3

NaOH

0,5-1

0,7-1,4

1,2-2,4

1-2

1-1,8

2-3,8

Na2SiO3
Soap
Dithionite

0,3-0,6

0,2-0,4

0,5-1
0,4-1

0,4-1

In the theory part was found out that additive use in paper manufacturing may create minor
amount of VOC emissions, but as the amount is unknown and minor, VOC emissions are
excluded.

4.2.3.4 Reject and wastewater sludge treatment in recycled paper mill

It is assumed that a biological wastewater treatment is used and after the treatment, effluent
is discharged to a freshwater reservoir. The water effluent LCI data is collected from BATassociated and an actual average emission levels presented in the BREF document (Suhr et
al. 2015, 576, 808-809). Tables 12 and 13 present water effluent emissions for processes
without and with deinking. Average values are used as a LCI data when they are available.
If average data is missing, a mean value between minimum and maximum value is used
instead. Minimum and maximum values presented in tables 12 and 13 are used for the sensitivity analysis of recycling processes. Closed water cycles without effluent generation are
also possible in a recycled paper manufacturing, but data and suitability related to studied
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processes was not provided in the BREF document and this option is not studied in the sensitivity analysis.

Table 12. Water effluent emission data for process without deinking collected from BREF-document (Suhr et
al. 2015, 576, 808-809).

Effluent

Without deinking
After treatment

emissions
(kg/tproduced paper)

Before treatment

Average Min Max

BOD5

12,3

0,06

0,01 0,13

COD

22

0,77

0,29 1,12

N

0,03

0,01 0,04

P

0,01

TSS

0,13

0,06 0,21

Table 13. Water effluent emission data for process with deinking collected from BREF-document (Suhr et al.
2015, 576, 808-809).

Effluent

With deinking
After treatment

emissions
(kg/tproduced paper)

Before treatment

Average

BOD5

8,3

0,09

COD

21

3,1

0,9

3

0,08

0,01

0,1

N

Min Max

P

0,002 0,01

TSS

0,08

0,3

In extension to above-mentioned emissions, adsorbable organic halogen compound (AOX)
emissions are discharged with wastewater effluent. In average 1,3 g/t of AOX emission are
discharged in paper mills with deinking and 0,70 g/t on paper mills without deinking (Suhr
et al. 2015, 613, 619). Table 14 shows AOX emission values and deviation that is used in
the sensitivity analysis.
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Table 14. AOX emissions on paper mills with deinking and without deinking for a produced paper ton.

Deinked

Without deinking

Average

Min

Max

Average

Min

Max

g/t

g/t

g/t

g/t

g/t

g/t

1,3

0,8

2

0,7

0,3

0,9

Energy consumption in the biological treatment can be estimated based on the chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal. In average energy consumption per removed COD is 1.5
kWh/kgCODeliminated (Suhr et al. 2015, 625). Based on COD removal presented in tables 12
and 13, energy demand for processes with and without deinking are presented in table 15.
Energy consumption is assumed to be 100 % electricity.

Table 15. Energy demand for biological treatment of wastewater.

COD removal (kg) Energy demand (kWh)
Without deinking

21,2

31,8

With deinking

17,9

26,9

Rejects and wastewater sludge generated in recycling processes are dewatered. Table 16
presents energy consumption for a dewatering process. In the BREF document energy consumption is presented with deviation, that is also presented in the table. Average values are
used on the LCA model. Energy consumption is assumed to be 100 % electricity. For the
sensitivity analysis of energy consumption, minimum and maximum values of dewatering
devices are used.

Table 16. Energy consumption and average achieved dry content in dewatering of rejects and sludge generated
in the recycling process (Suhr et al. 2015, 589)

Achieved dry
Min

Max

content

kWh/t

kWh/t

%

Reject dewatering with pneumatic reject press

8

12

59

Sludge dewatering with wire press

10

15

52,5
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4.2.4 Waste to energy plant

One of the researched EOL treatments is energy recovery of wastepaper in waste to energy
plant. After collection wastepaper is transported to incineration facility and incinerated to
produce energy. Collection and transportation are modeled correspondingly to the collection
of paper for recycling presented in chapter 4.2.1. It was found out in the theory part that
generally waste to energy plants in Germany are combined heat and power plants. The incineration process is modeled with a wastepaper incineration process from GaBi professional
database. Modelled incineration process generates heat and power. Recycling credits generated by substitution of an alternative production of energy are presented in subchapter 4.2.6.
Recycling credits are used in the substitution and the CFF approaches.

4.2.5 Energy production

Electricity and heat are used in several processes in the EOL phase of the dispersion coated
paper. As target in the attributional LCA is that changes in other systems are not modeled,
energy generation is based on an average data. Electricity production is modeled with a Germany specific process from GaBi professional database. Heat generation is modeled based
on the fuel use distribution for heat generation in Germany presented earlier in figure 3. It is
assumed that paper mills do not use non-renewable waste material as a fuel. When the nonrenewable waste and fuels with share less than 1 % are excluded in according to cut off rule,
fuel shares presented in table 17 are formed. This table also presents used processes to model
these emissions. The assumed fuel mix is not completely realistic for an incineration plant
but aim of this heat production process is to correspond average heat production in recycled
fiber paper mills. These average heat and power processes are used in all EOL operations
with heat or electricity demand.
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Table 17. The modeled fuel mix in energy generation.

Fuel

Share [%] Process

Natural gas

51

Solid fossil fuels (Mainly coal)

29

CHP, hard coal

Renewable and biofuels

20

CHP, wood chips, 6.7 MW, state-of-the-art

CHP, natural gas, combined cycle power
plant, 400MW

4.2.6 Processes substituted by energy recovery and material recycling

Substitution of alternative production is used in this work in all EOL approaches to consider
benefits of incineration of waste. As mentioned in chapter 3.1, on attributional LCA changes
in other systems are not modeled and therefore grid mix energy is used as an alternative
production for electricity and heat produced in waste incineration processes. Grid mix electricity and heat production processes that are presented in chapter 4.2.5 are used to define
crediting processes for electricity and heat generation.

Crediting is also used for material recycling in the substitution and in the circular footprint
formula EOL approaches. Kraftliner and virgin newsprint production were found out in
chapter 2.6 to be likely alternative production for recycled newsprint and testliner materials.
Krafliner production is assumed to take place in Sweden and newsprint production in Germany.

4.2.7 Transportation of recycled material, byproducts and wastes

A secondary data from GaBi database is used to model all transportations in the EOL phase.
Assumption of payloads of trucks define used transportation processes. Assumed truck payloads are presented in table 18. The table presents also assumed transportation distances.
Distances are shown to one direction, but modeled distances include back and forth trips.
Based on a study by Liljenström and Finnveden (2015, 4) it is assumed that the paper collection trucks have average payload of 2400 kg. Direct emissions and fuel production processes are taken into account. The fuel production is covered with a process that covers the
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diesel production and the distribution until a point in which diesel is provided to a customer
at the filling station.

Table 18. Transported products and wastes, used vehicles and transportation distances for one load.

Product
Unsorted paper
for recycling
Sorted paper
for recycling
Sorting rejects
Repulping
rejects
Baling wire
waste
Additives
Baling wire

From

To

Payload of
truck

Distance

Collection
point

Sorting / Incineration

2,4 t

30 km

Sorting facility

Repulping

11,4 t

343 km

Sorting facility

Incineration

11,4 t

25 km

Repulping

Incineration

On site

On site

Repulping

Metal recycling

11,4 t

200

22 t

50

11,4 t

100

Chemical manNewsprint
ufacturing
manufacturing
Metal manufacSorting facility
turing
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5

RESULTS

This chapter presents results of LCIA and general results of this master’s thesis. LCIA results
are presented for four different EOL approaches with five identified important impact categories. The sensitivity analysis is conducted for earlier identified variables in the EOL phase
that are assumed to have a significant impact on results. LCIA results, results of the sensitivity analysis and interpretation of results are presented in the following subchapters. In the
interpretation phase suitability of methodologies to different LCA practices is also discussed.

5.1 Climate change impact
Figure 23 presents the result of the climate change impact category for the dispersion coated
paper packaging material on the studied four different EOL approaches. The results are presented in CO2 equivalents (eq). From the figure can be seen that the recycling credit has a
significant impact on the overall net impact calculated with the substitution and the CFF
approaches. High contribution of the recycling credit leads to a significant deviation between
the overall net impact of studied EOL approaches. The net impact calculated with the cutoff approach is almost three times higher than the net impact calculated with the substitution
approach.
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Climate change - total
2000
Recycling
1500

Incineration

831

1000

Collection to recycling

842

kg CO2 eq.

Transport of paper
500

394
282
Transport package

0

Substitution

EOL
recycling

-500

-1000

Cut off

CFF

Primary production
Recycling credit
Energy credit
Total net impact

-1500

Figure 23. Results of the climate change impact category for 1000 kg of the dispersion coated paper material.

The climate change impact calculated with the substitution approach includes fully all life
cycle phases from the raw material extraction until the end of the recycling process in the
EOL phase. In other methods life cycle phases are partly allocated to subsequent life cycle.
Therefore, when credits are not considered, the highest impact is derived with the substitution approach. However, recycling credit given in the substitution approach has a significant
impact on the net impact, and the total net climate change impact is lowest of four EOL
approaches presented, 282 kg.

The EOL recycling and the cut-off allocation have significantly different life cycle stage
contribution compared to each other. Recycling processes are not considered in the cut-off
allocation, and in the EOL recycling allocation the primary production is only partly allocated to case system. Even though impacts are derived from different processes, the overall
climate change impact for these two allocation methods are quite close to each other. In the
cut-off and the EOL recycling approaches no credit is given for substitution of alternative
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material production, but as the substitution approach was used for energy recovery in all
EOL approaches, a credit is given for substitution of alternative energy production. Low
amount of credits given for systems leads to higher net emissions for the cut-off and the EOL
recycling approaches, than for the substitution or the CFF approaches in this impact category.

Results of the CFF approach are slightly similar to the results derived with the substitution
approach. Difference between results is that in the CFF approach 80 % of recycling processes
are allocated to studied life cycle and 20 % of the material recycling credit is cut from inventory in the CFF approach. As the credit has more significant role in results than recycling
processes, net impacts derived with the CFF approach are higher than impacts derived with
the substitution approach.
Based on Sun’s (2018, 831) literature review, the average climate change impact of paper
production is 950 kg CO2 eq/tproduct. Primary production of the studied dispersion coated
paper has climate change impact of approximately 730 kg CO2 eq/tproduct and stays below the
average value derived from literature.

As presented earlier, biogenic carbon dioxide emissions are not included to the climate
change impact category in the PEF methodology. However, biogenic methane emissions are
included.

5.2 Particulate matter impact
Figure 24 presents the result of the particulate matter impact category for the dispersion
coated paper packaging material on studied four different EOL approaches. Notable in results of the particulate matter impact category are that the cradle to gate phase has a significant effect on the overall results. The particulate matter impact from the kraft pulping process
correspond for 75 % of the impact that is related to the primary production and it is largest
single contributor to the particulate matter impact category.
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Particulate matter
160E-6
Recycling
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140E-6
120E-6
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110E-6
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100E-6
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80E-6

Transport of paper
55E-6

60E-6

Transport package
40E-6
Primary production

20E-6
000E+0
-20E-6

Recycling credit
Substitution

EOL
recycling

Cut off

CFF
Energy credit

-40E-6
Total net impact
-60E-6

Figure 24. Results of particulate matter impact category for 1000 kg of the dispersion coated paper material.

Recycling credits given in the substitution approach has larger contribution to the net total
particulate matter impact than processes that are related to recycling phases of studied product. Therefore, the total net impact calculated with the substitution approach is lower than
the impacts calculated with the cut-off approach.

When the EOL recycling approach is used, the studied life cycle carries responsibility only
for that share of primary production that is not recycled to new material. As the primary
production phase has a significant impact on results of particulate matter impact category
and the recycling rate of the product is high, the total particulate matter impact allocated to
the studied product is significantly lower than the impacts derived with other studied EOL
approaches.
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In the cut-off allocation recycling processes are allocated for the subsequent life cycle. Recycling processes has relatively low contribution to the overall results of the particulate matter impact category and the impact calculated with the cut-off allocation leads to the highest
overall impact.

The particulate matter results calculated with the CFF approach are rather similar to the impacts calculated with the substitution approach. Finding corresponds with the findings of the
climate change impact category. As recycling processes have lower contribution to the overall results than recycling credits, results calculated with the CFF approach lead to a higher
net overall impact than the impact calculated with the substitution EOL approach.

5.3 Acidification impact
Figure 25 presents result of the acidification impact category for the dispersion coated paper
packaging material on studied four different EOL approaches. Corresponding to the particulate matter impact category, the cradle to gate phase has a significant impact to the
acidification impact category. Selection of the EOL approach does not have as large impact
on the total net impacts as for earlier presented climate change and particulate matter
categories. The impact is still significant, as the results which are calculated with the EOL
recyling allocation are 36 % lower for the acidification impact category than the results
calculated with the cut-off allocation.
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Recycling credit
Energy credit
Total net impact
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Figure 25. Results of the acidification impact category for 1000 kg of the dispersion coated paper material.

Corresponding to the results of the particulate matter impact category, use of the EOL
recycling approach leads lower net overall acidification impact compared to other impact
categories. This originates from a high contribution of the cradle to gate phase to the
acidification potential results, which are partly allocated to the subsequent life cycle in the
EOL recycling allocation.

In the acidification impact category, contribution of the primary production and credit
processes are higher than contribution of recycling processes. Therefore also in the
acidifcation impact category, as with all other impact categories, use of the cut-off allocation
leads to the highest overall net impact.

5.4 Fossil resource depletion impact
Figure 26 presents the results of the fossil resource use impact category for the dispersion
coated paper packaging on studied four different EOL approaches. Recycling credits from
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material recovery have a significant contribution on the overall net impacts calculated with
the substitution and the CFF approaches. Also, the primary production of the studied product
has a significant contribution on the fossil resource use impact category.

Resource use - fossil
25,0E+3
Recycling
20,0E+3
Incineration

15,4E+3
15,0E+3

11,9E+3
9,5E+3

10,0E+3

Collection to recycling

8,0E+3
Transport of paper

MJ

5,0E+3
Transport package
000,0E+0

Substitution

EOL
recycling

Cut off

CFF

Primary production

-5,0E+3
Recycling credit
-10,0E+3
Energy credit
-15,0E+3
Total net impact
-20,0E+3

Figure 26. Results of the fossil fuel resource depletion impact category for 1000 kg of the dispersion coated
paper material.

The credit of material recycling has a significant contribution on the overall net impacts of
the fossil resource use impact category. Correspondingly to the climate change impact
category, use of the substitution and the CFF approaches lead to lower emissions than use of
the EOL recycling or the cut-off approaches. As the primary production has considerably
more significant effect on the overall results than recycling processes, the cut-off allocation
leads to higher emissions than EOL recyling approach.
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5.5 Freshwater eutrophication impact
Figure 27 presents the result of the freshwater eutrophication impact category for the dispersion coated paper packaging material on studied four different EOL approaches. Regardless
of the used EOL approach, deviation between the results of the total net impact of different
EOL approach options is fairly low for this impact category. In the freshwater eutrophication
impact category, deviation of the results between studied EOL approaches is lowest of 5
impact categories presented in this work. Difference between the highest and the lowest
overall net impact is still notable, as the overall net impact of the EOL recycling approach
option is 23 % lower than the net overall impact of the cut-off option. Small deviation of net
impacts between the methodologies is originated from a fact that impact of recycling processes and credit given in the substitution and the CFF approaches have nearly an equal
opposite contribution to the net overall results and the credit counters impact of recycling
process.

Freshwater eutrophication
150E-3
Recycling
Incineration
100E-3

87E-3

82E-3

83E-3
Collection to recycling

67E-3

Transport of paper

kg P eq.

50E-3

Transport package
000E+0

Substitution

EOL
recycling

Cut off

CFF

Primary production
Recycling credit

-50E-3
Energy credit
Total net impact
-100E-3

Figure 27. Results of the freshwater eutrophication impact category for 1000 kg of the dispersion coated paper
material.
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The cradle to gate emissions a have significant contribution to the overall impact of freshwater eutrophication impact category. As it was found out with the acidification and particulate matter impact categories, high impact of the primary production leads to a lower overall
impact allocated to studied product with the EOL recycling allocation. For the freshwater
eutrophication impact category, the overall net emissions of the EOL recycling option are
lowest of studied four alternatives.

5.6 Sensitivity analysis and identification of significant factors
In the sensitivity analysis of this work factors that are assumed to have a significant impact
on the overall results are tested. In the life cycle inventory phase typical deviations of these
factors were identified. The sensitivity analysis is conducted by calculating results with these
identified minimum and maximum values and results are calculated for both options. The
sensitivity analysis is conducted only for the substitution approach to ensure consistency as
presented in chapter 4.1.7. The sensitivity analysis is conducted for the climate change impact category, except that the sensitivity analysis on wastewater effluent emissions of recycling processes is conducted for the freshwater eutrophication impact category. Factors are
tested one by one without simultaneously testing their overlapping effects.

Figure 28 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis for the climate change impact category. In the figure is also a comparison on the contribution of different significant factors
and EOL approach selection on the results of the net climate change impact of the studied
product. Results presented in figure 28 are the total net impacts in which credits and impacts
are summed. The reference result is the result calculated with substitution approach without
any changes, which was presented first time on figure 23. Percentages shown in figure 28
represent difference to the reference result. In this figure blue color represents results of the
sensitivity analysis, calculated with the substitution approach. Results calculated with other
allocation methods are presented to illustrate what is the impact of EOL approach selection
compared to deviation caused by the sensitivity analysis. Results calculated with allocation
methods are presented with grey color to be distinguished from results calculated with the
substitution approach. Grey color illustrates that as methodologies differentiate, the results
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are not consistent between each other and cannot be directly compared correspondingly to
other results presented.

Climate change: Overall net impact
1200
244 %

1000

kg CO2 eq.

195 %

199 %

800
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600
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400
-22 %
200

-8 %

-49 %

0

Figure 28. Illustration of how different factors and EOL approach selection have effect on the overall net
results calculated for the studied product. Results calculated with the substitution approach are presented with
blue color. Results calculated with allocation methods are presented with grey color.

In general, from the results of this sensitivity analysis indicate that current system is relatively sensitive to changes in studied factors. This increases the importance of defining the
EOL phase as accurately as possible. One reason for high deviation on the results of this
sensitivity analysis is that the used reference net overall impact is rather low compared to
impacts of single processes. As an example, it can be seen from earlier presented figure 23
that the impact of recycling processes is almost two times higher, than the overall net impact
for the whole product, of which recycling credits are already reduced.

Figure 28 illustrates clearly that selection of EOL treatment option has a significant effect
on the overall net results. Change from the reference case to a situation in which the product
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is fully directed to the testliner production increases the overall impact by 244 %. Change is
mainly related to a fact that the substitution of the kraftliner that is produced in Sweden gives
significantly less credit to the studied system than substitution of the newsprint that is produced in Germany. In addition to that processes are significantly different, also differences
between background processes, as grid mix energy production, increase the difference of
these credit processes. The incineration EOL treatment option increases the net impact by
144 % compared to the reference case. The difference is highly significant, even though
difference between the reference result and the incineration option are not as huge as they
are for the testliner option.

From the results can be concluded that by increasing amount of material directed to newsprint manufacturing, it is possible to decrease the overall environmental impact of the studied
product, when results are calculated with the substitution approach. Based on the results of
the sensitivity analysis on EOL treatment options, it could be also presumed that recycling
in newsprint manufacturing is more beneficial than directing material to the incineration or
to the testliner production. However, from results of attributional LCA, we can only conclude that the environmental impact calculated to the studied product is lower when the
product is recycled in newsprint manufacturing, but attributional LCA does not provide information does environmental impact in wider context decrease. If these EOL options should
be more comprehensively compared to each other, a consequential LCA should be assessed
instead of an attributional LCA.

Energy consumption and yield have also a significant, but not as high impact as EOL treatment option selection has. Energy intensive recycling process increases the overall impact
up to 59 % and energy efficient recycling process can decrease the overall impact by 8 %.
Yield has slightly less impact on the overall results, up to 22 % increase or decrease.

Figure 28 also shows that variation caused by different variables in processes can have as
significant impact as EOL approach selection.
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Table 19 presents the sensitivity analysis on wastewater effluent emissions in recycling processes. This sensitivity analysis is conducted on the freshwater eutrophication impact category. It can be seen from the results that either high or low amount of wastewater effluents
from recycling processes do not have a significant impact on the overall freshwater eutrophication results.

Table 19. The results of the sensitivity analysis on the freshwater eutrophication impact category.

Analysed factor

Net impact

Change in result

Reference result: Substitution approach

0,083 kg P eq.

-

Wastewater effluent emissions in recycling process: Max

0,085 kg P eq.

3%

Wastewater effluent emissions in recycling process: Min

0,080 kg P eq.

-3 %

From results can be concluded that EOL approach selection, EOL treatment option, energy
efficiency of recycling process and yield of recycling process have a significant impact on
results. This verifies the findings from literature review. However, based on literature review
it was assumed that wastewater effluents from the recycling processes would have had a
notable impact on the overall results, but in the sensitivity analysis it was found that effect
is not significant. Effluents of recycling process did not have assumed effect, as primary
production had significantly more contribution on category and effluents are only single
source of eutrophicating emission from recycling processes.

5.7 Uncertainty of results
In this work main source of LCI data for recycling processes is the BREF document. This
document is from year 2015 and partly the data provided in the document is several years
older. Also, this document is not meant to be used as a source for LCI data. These reasons
may increase the risk that data does not correspond to the current practices or there might be
data gaps in the provided inventory data.
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Deviation of the inventory data collected from the BREF document was used in the sensitivity analysis. When the sensitivity analysis is conducted, interconnectedness of processes
was not taken into account. As an example, it was identified earlier that producing higher
qualities increases amount of rejects generated and energy consumption. Therefore, it is
likely that a recycling process that has high energy consumption is likely to have also high
amount of rejects and vice versa. Therefore, factors that are changed in the sensitivity analysis might not present completely realistic recycling processes.

In the sensitivity analysis it was found out that EOL treatment options incineration, testliner
production and newsprint production have significantly different overall net results. As sorting of the dispersion coated paper is based on literature, error compared to an actual situation
can occur. If the studied material is not directed mainly to newsprint production, as it is
assumed in this work, there is a risk of significant error on results of the substitution and
CFF approaches.

Certain level of uncertainty is also related to substituted processes that are used for material
recycling in the substitution approach and in the CFF approach. Recycled materials are assumed to substitute corresponding virgin manufacturing, but actually substitution might not
be as straightforward. If recycled material is not accessible it may lead to use of completely
different material, in example recycled plastic. Another uncertainty may be also related to is
recycled material input actually substituting newsprint manufacturing or some other paper
grade. In the studied case, the credit that was given for substitution of newsprint manufacturing had significant effect on the overall results. In Europe 93 % of newsprint is manufactured of RCF (Cepi statistics 2020, 21) and when amount of recycled material in input is this
high, question is raised that is paper for recycling input substituting virgin newsprint or alternative RCF, especially as demand for newsprint decreases (Cepi preliminary statistics
2021, 1). However, in attributional LCA changes in other systems are not modeled and these
uncertainty issues are more related to question can attributional or consequential modeling
offer a more competent methodology. In consequential modeling the substituted material
can be defined based on actual situation.
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5.8 Suitability of studied EOL approaches
Use of different EOL approaches leads to different results. The environmental impact allocated to the studied dispersion coated paper is highly dependent of the used EOL approach.
On three of five impact categories results calculated with the EOL recycling approach were
lowest. In these impact categories the primary production had the most significant contribution on results. On rest two impact categories recycling credit had significant contribution to
results and therefore the substitution approach led to the lowest results. This shows that the
impact categories are not affected similarly by selection of EOL approach. Depends on contribution of different life cycle stages to results, that which methodologies will lead to the
lowest or to the highest impact allocated for the studied product. This finding is in line with
findings of the theory part.

For the studied system, EOL approach selection has a relatively significant effect on the
results partly because the recycling rate in Germany is high. Another significant factor is
that the processes that are affected by allocation methods, primary production, recycling
process and substituted processes, correspond for most of the environmental impacts generated on life cycle of dispersion coated paper. Also, one of the EOL approaches, EOL recycling, was included to the study because it had a substantially different approach compared
to other studied EOL approaches. This selection criteria may increase the effect that EOL
approach selection has to results.

For the LCA of the dispersion coated paper, no critical usability issues were faced when
allocation is avoided with the substitution method. Minor issues may rise from uncertainty
of the results as in the substitution and in the CFF approaches credit process had a significant
effect on the overall net results, and certain uncertainty was identified related to identification of recycling processes and substituted credit processes. If the studied material does not
actually substitute assumed processes, results might differentiate significantly from the actual situation. Based on theory part, another possible issue related to the substitution approach is that it may lead to negative impacts on certain systems. However, on the studied
system, the use of substitution approach did not lead to a negative overall impact on any
studied impact category and this eases the communication of the results.
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When allocation was conducted with the EOL recycling approach, issue related to inherit
properties of fiber was risen. For the EOL recycling and the CFF allocation methods, the
quality correction factor was set to 1 in accordance with the PEFCR guidance. However, the
quality correction factor with value 1 means that quality of recycled material does not decrease on the recycling process, but in literature review it was noted that inherit properties
of fiber material do change during recycling processes and recycled fiber cannot be used in
to produce all different papers. Therefore, a lower quality correction factor could be also
justified, especially for the EOL recycling allocation, which does not consider what material
is substituted. In the CFF allocation changed quality is considered with fact that substituted
process is not corresponding to the original production. When the EOL recycling method is
used with a quality correction factor of 1, results correspond more to a closed-loop recycling
situation than to an open-loop recycling situation. However, it was also identified that definition of the quality correction factor for paper products is difficult and there is no guidance
how to define it for paper products. For these reasons, consistent method for definition of a
quality correction factor for paper products is needed. While there is not general guidance
for definition of the quality correction factor for paper products, reliability of the results
calculated with EOL recycling is questioned.

It can be identified from results of this work that all allocation methods may create issues
when hotspot analysis for the studied life cycle is done. As in allocation methods certain
inventories are allocated to subsequent life cycle, some life cycle stages may not be identified
in study to have high contribution, even though their actual impact is significant. As an example in this work, in LCIA results calculated with the EOL recycling method, the primary
production has the most significant contribution only in the particulate matter impact category. In results calculated with other EOL approaches the primary production generates the
most significant negative impact on overall results in every impact category. In this case the
EOL recycling allocation does not lead to an identification of the primary production as a
hot spot of the dispersion coated paper.

No critical usability issues were identified when allocation of material recycling in studied
system is done with the cut-off allocation. Benefit of the cut-off allocation is that as recycling
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processes or substitution are not considered in the cut-off allocation, and the results calculated with this methodology do not include risk that substituted process or change in inherit
properties does not correspond to the actual situation. However, this methodology faces issue
related to exclusion of recycling processes. As recycling is not considered, benefits of recycling operations are not taken into account and use of the cut-off allocation leads to highest
emissions in all studied impact categories. This originates from fact that recycling process
has lower contribution in life cycle of the dispersion coated paper than the primary production or substituted primary production processes. It can be also seen from climate change,
fossil resource depletion and freshwater eutrophication impact categories, that credit given
for the substituted energy production is higher than the impact of the incineration process.
Therefore in the cut off allocation, incineration is beneficial for the studied system, but recycling does not generate any benefits. The result illustrates findings of literature review,
that the cut-off allocation gives very little benefit for products that are recycled in EOL and
in the studied case recycling even increases the overall net impact of product. This may
create an illogical result, that production of a corresponding material which cannot be recycled would have a lower impact.

It can be concluded from above-mentioned observations, that results of the substitution, the
cut-off and the CFF approaches can be used to define a potential environmental impact of
the studied product in current form. As environmental benefits created by recycling cannot
be considered with the cut off allocation, results calculated with this approach should be
considered with caution. Substitution and CFF methodologies offer more broader understanding of the whole life cycle and the EOL phase, but modelling with these approaches is
more complicated and definition of recycling and credit processes needs a specific care.
However, to ensure reliable results with EOL recycling, change in inherit properties of dispersion coated paper material in recycling process should be defined. The results calculated
with the EOL recycling in this work can be used to identify differences between allocation
methods, but the quality correction factor should be revised to ensure reliability of the results
if they are used also for communication.
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As different EOL approaches include different life cycle inventories to a studied system,
methodologies can present certain systems in more positive or negative light. This is an important factor to be recognized when a EOL approach is selected. As an example, if results
of LCA are externally communicated, selection of a methodology that produces lower results
than other suitable methodologies, may create a doubt that methodology selection is done
with a purposeful intention. This may have an impact on how reliable these results are perceived.

Based on finding of this work, the substitution and the CFF methodologies give advantage
to systems that can substitute material with a high environmental impact. A credit for substituting material with a high environmental impact can significantly decrease the overall net
result. On the other hand, substitution approach gives disadvantage to system that uses recycled material, as when recycled material is used, a studied system carries whole burden of a
primary production of corresponding material. In the CFF allocation, effect is not as significant as it is in the substitution approach, because given credits and burdens are partly cut
with an allocation factor.

Corresponding with the substitution and the CFF approaches, also the EOL recycling allocation gives advantage to a system that produces material for recycling. The EOL recycling
does not consider what is substituted, but it gives an advantage to all systems that produce
material for recycling regardless of the substituted process. Disadvantage is resulted to systems that uses recycled material that is disposed and not recycled in the EOL phase. In this
kind of system regardless that recycled material is used, life cycle carries responsibility for
the original primary production.

Recycling is not considered at all in the cut-off allocation and it was identified that in the
cut-off allocation it is possible that recycling leads to a higher overall impact than disposal
of product. Conclusion can be drawn that the cut-off allocation gives disadvantage to systems that produce material for recycling and advantage to system that produces material that
is not recycled in EOL.
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It has been identified that different EOL approaches have different perspective towards a
studied life cycle and that no method can provide totally comprehensive and suitable method
for every situation. To identify what methodology is suitable, it has to be known for what
purpose is the LCA study assessed for. LCA studies may have a target to produce information and relevant knowledge, as an example for decision making, or studies are assessed
to generate numerical results, as an environmental impact defined for a specific product.
Also, LCA studies can be used for an internal or for an external communication. For external
communication, a chosen methodology has to be robust, well-designed and comparable, but
for an internal communication, especially if an LCA study is used for day to day decisions,
a quick and simple methodology may provide a more suitable option. (Ekvall 2020, 8-9.)

Another point that should be considered when an EOL approach is selected is market situation for a recycled material that is produced or used. Different methodologies are more suitable for situations in which demand for material is high and certain methodologies are more
suitable for situation in which there is low demand for recycled material. When demand for
recycled material is high, EOL approach should be beneficial for systems that can produce
material for recycling, but when demand is low it is more fit that EOL approaches give benefit to system that uses recycled material. (Schrivers et al. 2016, 986-987.)

For studies that have main target in producing relevant information, Ekvall (2020, 8) presents
that methodology should be selected based on needed information and methodology can be
also tailor made for the studied case. If existing methodologies are used for these kinds of
studies, it has to be noted that all EOL approaches do not provide results from all life cycle
stages. If information related to specific life cycle steps is essential for the study, this may
affect to methodology selection.

It was identified in the theory part, that for decision support CLCA can offer more adequate
methodology than ALCA. However, for internal day to day decision making, methodology
should be simple and quick to use. A system expansion with the substitution approach is
significantly less time consuming than a comprehensive CLCA study, but the methodology
is still able to consider whole studied life cycle and impact of recycling towards other systems. The substitution approach may therefore offer a methodology for an internal decision
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support. Also, in this work it was shown that with substitution approach alternative energy
recovery and recycling options can be modelled consistently and therefore treatments can be
compared to each other.

If LCA is conducted to generate numerical results for an external communication, the PCR
or the PEFCR documents can offer a clear and comparable platform for an external LCA
communication, as these documents provide methods for production of PEFs or EPDs. For
paper products, product category rules provide methodology for cradle to grave studies. The
cut-off methodology is used when target is to produce an environmental product declaration.
Earlier it was identified that the cut-off methodology is unable to consider EOL recycling
and can therefore create illogical results. Therefore, results of EPD’s of paper products
should be interpreted with caution. The PEFCR document provides methodology only for
cradle to gate studies and not for cradle to gate studies. The CFF is used when a product
environmental footprint is produced.

For an internal communication with a target to produce numerical results, methodologies
that are suitable for an external communication, the cut-off and the CFF, are also suitable an
internal communication. In the internal communication studies necessarily do not have to
follow all guidance given in category rules, which makes studies faster to conduct. Of these
two methodologies the cut-off is significantly more simple and faster to conduct. However,
as mentioned earlier results calculated with substitution approach should be interpreted with
caution.

If the CFF is not considered too heavy, it can provide a more comprehensive method. As in
the internal communication a study does not need to strictly follow the PEFCR document,
the CFF can be used also for cradle to grave studies, like it is used in this work. Also, in this
work was found no reason why the substitution approach could not be used for internal communication of numerical results. However, when substitution approach is used, it has to be
considered that it does not promote use of recycled material and therefore slightly more
complicated CFF can give broader understanding in certain systems.
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The EOL recycling allocation could provide a methodology for an internal communication.
This method can consider effect of recycling and it is not as heavy to conduct as the CFF
allocation. However, based on findings of this work a quality correction factor in the EOL
recycling calls for adequate definition or a universal guidance on how it should be defined
for paper products. Therefore, the EOL recycling approach is not recommended for paper
products at current state.

In the theory part it was identified that the EOL recycling can be seen suitable for situations
in which there is a high demand for a recycled material, as it gives benefit to systems that
can produce material for recycling. The substitution approach has a corresponding approach,
as credits are given for a life cycle that produces material for recycling. In literature review
it was presented that allocation factor in the CFF approach is defined by market situation.
Therefore, this methodology can be adjusted for different market situations and can be used
in situations where demand for recycled material is either low or high. As the cut-off methodology does not consider recycling in the EOL phase, conclusion could be drawn that it
does not consider the market situation. However, as the cut-off allocation does not give benefits for life cycle that produces material for recycling and life cycle that uses recycled material has benefit of lower impact of production of recycled material, and therefore this methodology represents situation in which demand for recycled material is low.

From findings above can be concluded that no single method can be named to be suitable
for every studied system and to meet the needs of every goal. The results of the substitution,
the cut-off, and the CFF were identified to represent life cycle of the studied product, but
quality correction factor for EOL recycling should be defined more carefully to ensure that
results calculated with that method would represent actual life cycle. Table 20 presents conclusion related to suitability of studied EOL approaches. Findings presented in the table are
either presented in this chapter or in the theory part. It has to be considered that this table
includes only EOL approaches that are used in this work, and in general there are several
EOL approaches for recycling situations which are not presented in the table or in this work.
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Table 20. Conclusion of differences between studied EOL approaches.
Method

Advantages

Disadvantages

System that gains
advantage or
disadvantage

Suitability

Substitution

Considers what
is substituted.

Substituted material has to
be known.

Internal decision
support.

Promotes production of recyclable products.

May lead to negative impacts which can be misleading.

Advantage to system that can substitute material
with a high impact.

Credit process reduced
from system is not direct
consequence.

Disadvantage to
life cycle using recycled material.

Does not encourage the
use of recycled raw material.
EOL
recycling

Change in properties can be
considered.
Promotes production of recyclable products.

Cut-off

Simple.
Clear responsibilities between
life cycles.

No clear definition for
quality correction factor.
Does not encourage the
use of recycled raw material.

Does not encourage the
production of recyclable
products.
Change in properties not
considered.
Unable to consider benefits of recycling in EOL
stage.

CFF

Change in properties can be
considered.
Considers what
is substituted.
Promotes production of recyclable products
and use of recycled material.

Complicated.
Substituted material has to
be known.
May lead to negative impacts which can be misleading.
Credit process reduced
from system is not direct
consequence.

Advantage to system that produces
material for recycling.
Disadvantage to
system that disposes recycled material.

Internal communication of numerical results, if not
considered too
heavy.
When demand for
recycled material
is high.

Internal communication of numerical results.
When demand for
recycled material
is high.

Advantage to system that produces
material that cannot be recycled.

Cradle to grave external communication with a EPD
document.

Disadvantage to
system that generates material for
recycling.

Internal communication of numerical results.

Slight advantage
given to a system
that can substitute
material with a
high impact.

Cradle to gate external communication with a PEF
document.

Slight disadvantage given to a
system that uses
recycled material.

When demand of
recycled material
is low.

Internal communication of numerical results, if not
considered too
heavy.
Adjustable to demand of recycled
material.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

One of the main outcomes of this work was that assumptions and methodologies used to
handle the recycling of the dispersion coated paper material can have a significant effect on
the overall LCIA results. To ensure transparency of LCA studies that include recycling situations, clear and transparent reporting of selected methodologies, factors, EOL treatment
options, assumptions, and reasoning related to these should be presented with the results.

From the results of this work can be concluded that methodology selection is always a compromise and one methodology is not able to consider all systems and all different goal and
scopes. As different EOL approaches are suitable for different purposes, methodology selection should be based on the goal of the study. For studies that are used to produce information, methodology selection can be based on what is the demanded information and for
studies that are used to produce numerical results, it is important that the results are comparable with existing studies. This can be done by using category rules, such as PCRs or
PEFCRs or by identifying generally used methodologies from existing publications. Regardless of the selected EOL approach, it is important to identify the possible risks, disadvantages
and benefits related to it and consider the possible effects to the results in interpretation.

When LCA is conducted to a function that does not have suitable category rules, methodology selection for external communication can be complicated. More clear general guidance
on how to select an EOL approach in recycling situations could ensure a corresponding starting point to studies, especially if this guidance would be provided in standards ISO 14040
and ISO 14044. Currently, LCA practitioner that has to do methodology selection in the
described situation, has to have a broad understanding of different methodologies and their
advantages and disadvantages.

In addition to the aim of the work, audience of the study should be also considered. Whether
the results of the study are communicated externally or internally can have effect on methodology selection. In general, methodology selection for studies that are internally communicated is rather unrestricted, but for externally communicated studies selection has to be
transparent and the chosen methodology robust and widely accepted. In addition, it was
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identified that certain methodologies can present results in a more positive light, which may
cause doubt of purposeful methodology selection. To avoid this doubt, it is recommended
that in an external communication, methods that are very beneficial for a studied system are
avoided.

If the goal of the LCA is to provide information, a sensitivity analysis on identified suitable
methodologies may provide relevant information. Based on this work, by using several different EOL approaches, more broad understanding and interpretation of studied life cycle
and used methodologies can be achieved. Also, ISO 14044 demands to carry out a sensitivity
analysis if several different methodologies are identified suitable for the studied case. However, using several EOL approaches may increase the amount of modelling and the collection
of LCI data, which may become time consuming. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis with several EOL approaches is not suitable for all studies, especially if there are time restrictions.

It was identified that, EOL treatment option selection and certain factors in the recycling
processes can have a significant effect on the results of the LCA. For reliability of LCA the
study, it is essential that the most important factors are defined as accurately as possible.
Based on this work, especially the EOL treatment option should be defined carefully, as it
has a significant contribution on the overall results. For certain EOL approaches, definition
of important factors is even more important. As an example, EOL recycling or substitution
approach defines allocation factor or the amount of recycling credit with the amount of recycled material produced. With these EOL approaches, inventories of other processes are
affected by the amount of recycled material produced. This increases the importance of factors that affect to the amount of recycled material produced as yield or a recycling rate. These
EOL approaches demand for a comprehensive data on recycling processes to ensure that
allocation or recycling credits are defined correctly and that reliable cradle to grave studies
can be conducted with these methodologies. It has to be noted that in literature review it
came clear that identification of the actual EOL treatment can be difficult and time consuming.

The cut-off allocation method can be interpreted to tackle the uncertainty related to definition
of certain important factors and assumptions in recycling phase, as recycling process are not
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considered. However, it was also identified that this methodology does not promote the production of recyclable products and may even give disadvantage to systems producing material for recycling. Therefore, the cut-off allocation may not promote reduction of environmental impacts by recycling and that has to be always considered when this methodology is
used. As the PCR document guides to use the cut-off allocation when EPD documents are
produced, users of EPD documents have to take into account that these documents are unable
to consider EOL recyclability of products. This issue could be tackled with different EOL
approach selection, and therefore revision of EPD methodology could be beneficial.

From this study can be noticed that LCA cannot always present clearly all factors that are
related to sustainability. When substitution of material is considered with recycled credits,
results do not clearly present that credits that are given to the system cannot be endlessly
increased, if amount of production increases endlessly. A corresponding issue is related to
comparison of disposal and recycling. In certain cases results may point that an energy recovery of product is more beneficial than a material recovery, but this result does not yet
consider is there a sufficient amount of virgin material available to substitute material that is
lost in energy recovery, or can that virgin raw material be extracted sustainably in a longer
perspective.

Suitability of EOL approaches for the studied product was identified in this work. However,
some of approaches which are identified suitable for the studied product may not be suitable
for other products or materials. Also, methodologies that had issues, can be fully suitable for
other materials. In example EOL recycling allocation can be more easily adopted on systems
in which the quality correction factor is easily defined, as for materials that have clearly only
a one important property that defines usability. Another example is allocation with a number
of uses, which can be more suitable on systems where recycling procedures are easily defined for several cycles. More research is needed to identify on which kind of systems studied EOL approaches are most suitable. Also, with comprehensive revision of the abovementioned quality correction factor, results of this work calculated with the EOL recycling
allocation could be also revised and reliable results also with this method provided.
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This work concentrated only on four different EOL approaches. Several different allocation
methods for recycling situations exist in addition to methods presented in this work. With
corresponding study to other allocation methods, more suitable EOL approaches could be
identified and table 20 presented in results could be upgraded to be more comprehensive.
It was identified that uncertainty is related to how the dispersion coated paper material is
sorted in the sorting facility. To decrease uncertainty of this work, it would be beneficial to
test sorting in an actual sorting plant to find out into which grade the studied paper is actually
directed to. A corresponding test could be also performed to test actual yield of recycling
processes, as yield was also identified as a significant contributor on results and in this work
yield is based on literature. These tests could also partly tackle the issue related to allocation
with number uses. In literature review allocation with a number of uses was identified as a
suitable allocation methodology, but amount of subsequent uses needed for this method was
not identified reliably. With an actual data from first recycling cycle, following cycles could
be also more precisely defined and allocation with number of uses could be tested for a
studied product. Allocation with a number of uses could offer interesting point of view for
allocation, as for recycling of fibers information on how many times material can be used is
certainly an important factor, especially when target is to promote circular economy.

This work was conducted with impact assessment methodology from the PEF guidance.
Other methodologies can have different characterization factors and they can take into account different inventory data. Selection of methodology for impact assessment may create
differences between results. Research is needed to understand what the differences are between the different impact assessment methods and how it affects to a result of an LCA
study.

EOL approaches have different approach to partition LCI for life cycles that produce material for recycling and for life cycles that use recycled material. However, in this work it was
not tested how studied EOL approaches affect to LCIA results of life cycles that use recycled
material. It is likely that if findings of this work are compared to findings of a study in which
different EOL approaches are compared on life cycles that use recycled material, results
differentiate. More research on how selection of EOL approach affects to life cycles that use
recycled material is needed to ensure this assumption.
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In addition to impact categories assessed in this work, littering and biodiversity impacts were
identified as important environmental impacts for paper packaging products. However currently littering and biodiversity impacts cannot be assessed with consensus-based impact
categories in LCA. There is an ongoing research work related to these impact categories and
near future may provide an accepted methodology for assessing potential littering and biodiversity impacts. If a specific methodology is widely accepted, assessing biodiversity and
littering impacts can create more value on LCA studies of paper packaging materials. Therefore, it is beneficial for LCA practitioners to follow up the state of these impact categories.
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7

SUMMARY

Currently LCA studies for paper products are mainly conducted as cradle to gate studies. To
ensure comprehensive understanding of a material’s life cycle, cradle to grave studies are
conducted. As recycled content in paper products and the recycling rate of paper products
tend to be high, handling recycling situations in LCA studies for paper products is essential.
However, it has been identified that modelling recycling situations can be complicated and
there is a lack of sufficient guidance for methodology selection.

The importance of EOL phase in cradle to grave LCA was studied by identifying important
factors in EOL that can a have significant effect on the overall results and by studying how
EOL approach selection can impact the results of the study. Also, suitability of different
EOL approaches is discussed.

In this work, the impact of EOL approach selection and the identified important factors in
the EOL phase is tested in the case LCA study. The LCA study is conducted by calculating
the potential environmental impact of the studied dispersion coated paper packaging material
in four different EOL approaches. Results are produced with five impact categories that are
identified important for packaging papers. The impact of important factors in the EOL phase
is tested in the sensitivity analysis.

It was identified that EOL approach selection can have a significant impact on the results of
the LCA study. EOL approach selection does not have a similar impact on all impact categories. It was also identified that several factors in the EOL phase can have a significant
impact on the results of the LCA study. Especially factors that have an impact on the energy
consumption of the recycling processes and factors that have an impact on the amount and
type of the produced recycled materials are important for the studied product. These important factors include the recycling rate, sorting to different grades of RCF, and the yield
and the overall energy use in the recycling processes.

In addition to EOL approach selection having a significant effect on the results, it also has
an impact on what life cycle stages are considered and what data can be achieved through
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the study. Different EOL approaches are suitable for different purposes and no method is
suitable for every studied function and for every studied goal of the study. EOL approach
selection should be based on the aim of the work and audience results are communicated
with. Also, selected method has to be suitable for the studied function.
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